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In Defense of Euclid

Andy Nichols, students

Tennessee Gamma

Union University
Jackson, TN 38305

Presented at the 2001 National Convention and awarded "lop four" status
by the Awards Committee

"A unit is that by virtue of which each of the things that exist is called
one."

The Elements, book VII, definition 1 (Heath, 1956, p.277)
Thus, Euclid begins his introduction to the ancient Greek theory of

numbers. The poetryofthese words remindsthe reader ofthe beauty inher
ent in mathematics. It is that beauty that draws us to investigate the intri
caciesof Euclid's number theory and determine for ourselves the strength
or weakness of Euclid's work. Historically, commentary on Euclid's Ele
mentshascycled through periods ofhigh praise and sharp criticism. Many
historians cite an alleged lack of generality andthe supposed limitations of
his geometric language as reasons that The Elements are inferior to more
modern works. However, it can be demonstrated through an examination
of Euclid's number theory in books VII-IX of The Elements that Euclid's
methods are strong enough to prove the Fundamental Theorem ofArith
metic, the gem ofelementary number theory.

First, it is necessary to introduce some of the basic language and vo
cabulary used by Euclid and to relate it to our modern terminology. In
Greek number theory, the numbers are 2,3,4 and unity as defined above
(Hartshorn, 2000). The operations on these integers were limited to addi
tion, subtraction (the smaller from the larger), and multiplication. Num
bers may be related as "equal," "greater than," or "less than" (Grattan-
Guinness, 1996). Also very important to this investigation are the phrases
thatHeath translates as"A is measured by B" or equivalently"B measures
A" With littlecontroversy, we can interpret theseas B divides A or sym
bolically B\A (Collison, 1980). Note that, since Euclid does not conceive
of rational numbers, this operation is not equivalent to division: A can be
written as a multipleof B, so A = k • B for some positive integer k. No
algebraic notation was available, therefore Euclid wrote all definitions and
propositions in long form (Knorr, 1976). For example, VII;16' states "If

VII; 16 refers (o book Vii, proposition 16 in the Elements. This notation will be used
throughout.
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two numbers bymultiplying one another make certain numbers, the num
bers so produced will be equal to one another" (Heath, 1956, p.316). Ac
cording to Heath, this seemingly complex statement can be written simply
in algebraic notation: ab = ba, the commutative property ofmultiplica
tion. Although Euclid's terminology and phrasing are very different from
our own, it is not difficult to grasp the concepts that he has proven.

Among the critics ofthe Elements, many cite alack ofgenerality as a
major flaw. For instance, Euclid's proofofthe infinitude ofprimes (IX;20)
begins: "Let A, B, C be assigned prime numbers" (Heath, 1956, p.412) In
fact, the Elements are not rigorously general, but in most cases, this does
not significantly damage Euclid's proof. Ifthe propositions and proofs in
the Elements are not rigorously general, one must inquire as to why they
are so. Did Euclid not recognize the need for ageneralized method to prove
aproposition for all integers? Knorr believes that Euclid did recognize the
need, but the lack ofalgebraic notation limited him. In modern notation,
aproofofthe infinitude ofprimes would begin: \etpi,p2,p3, ...pn be dis
tinct primes... In this manner, the terms are generalized and the number
ofterms is indefinite. Does this lack ofgenerality damage Euclid's proof?
Not according to the ancient commentator Proclus who writes in A Com
mentary on theFirst Book of Euclid's Elements:

...We may not suppose that the result is confined to the particular
instance. This procedure is justified, since for the demonstration
they use the objects set out in the diagram not as these particular
figures, but as figures resembling others of the same sort (Knorr,
1976, p.357).

By choosing representative cases, which are characteristic ofthe whole,
Euclid is able to construct valid proofs. It is interesting to note that with
the simple addition of "etc.." to the list A,B,C, Gauss has avoided all
such criticism through the centuries. Similarly, one should not discount
the proofs ofEuclid on such an insignificant point (Knorr, 1976).

Euclid may have chosen to limit his generality for another reason: ped
agogy. The Elements is a pedagogical text, and books VII-IX are a sum
mary ofelementary number theory. When teaching, aloss ofgenerality is
acceptable for purposes of simplification, especially when that loss does
not significantly damage the concepts or procedures used (Knorr, 1976). It
is common in classrooms today for teachers to use an explicit number of
terms todemonstrate the behavior of a larger set.

Euclid's commentators have often cited his 'geometric arithmetic' as
amajor barrier to amore generalized method. Those critics usually name
two major examples as abasis ofthe limitation. First, Euclid represents in
tegers as line segments and, second, classifies numbers in geometric terms:
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square, plane, solid, cube, etc. The representation of integers as line seg
ments is, in fact, well established in books VI1-IX; Knorr notes that linear
representations are utilized in less than one fourth of the propositions in
those books. However, Euclid never utilizes line segments or the prop
erties of line segments in the proof of any proposition. The second ar
gument, the geometric classification of numbers, has Pythagorean roots.
Yet, by the time of Plato, philosophers only used these classifications as
analogies. Euclid defines the classifications, but he does so in purely nu
merical terms. If geometric reasoning is assumed, then no powers higher
than the third would be conceivable in three dimensions, but Euclid defines
higher powers using recursive multiplication so that An is generated by the
n 4- 1st term of the sequence 1, A, A • A, A • (A • A), etc. Furthermore,
Euclid always represents squares and cubes in linear terms. These two fea
tures conflict with a strict interpretationof the number theory as geometric
(Knorr, 1976).

It will be helpful to examine a specific proposition and proof to illus
trate that Euclid's number theory is not geometric. Recall that VII; 16states
the commutative propertyof multiplication: "If two numbers by multiply
ing one another make certain numbers, the numbers so produced will be
equal to one another." Euclid's proof is as follows.

Let A, B be two numbers, and let A by multiplying B make
C, and B multiplying A make D; I say that C is equal to D. For
since A by multiplying B had made C, therefore B measures C
according to the unitsin A ButtheunitE alsomeasures the number
A according to the units in it; therefore the unit E measures A the
same number of times that B measures C. Therefore, alternately,
the unit E measures the number B the same number of times that

Ameasures C [VII; 15], Again, since B by multiplying A has made
£>, therefore A measures D according to the units in B. But the unit
E also measures B according to the units in it; therefore the unit E
measures the number B the same number of times that A measures

D. But the unit E measured the number B that same number of

times that A measures C; therefore A measures each ofthe numbers
C, D the same number of times. Therefore C is equal to D. Q.E.D.
(Heath, 1956,p.316)
Paraphrasing, if AB = C and BA = D, then A\C, B times and

A\D, B times. Thus,C = D sinceA divides them both B times. If Euclid
had intended his number theory to be geometric, he would likely have
proven this proposition on the commutative property of multiplication us
ing area and the axioms of superposition and invariance of rectangles un
der translations (Knorr, 1976). Instead, Euclid uses a purely aritlimetic
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approach based on the definitionof divisibility.
It has been shown that The Elements are not as flawed as many com

mentators have concluded them to be. The lack of generality, due to the
absence of an algebraic notation, and a supposed geometric reasoning do
not seriously damage Euclid's proofs in books VII-IX. It is now possible
to move on to a discussion of Euclid's number theory in relation to the
Unique Factorization Theorem, or as many label it, the Fundamental The
oremofArithmetic (FTA).

"If a number be the least that is measured by prime numbers, it will
not be measured by any other prime number except those originally mea
suring it," Book IX, proposition 14 (Heath, 1956, p.402). Heath para
phrases IX;14: "a number can be resolved into prime factors in only one
way" (1956, p.403) thus claiming that IX;14 is Euclid's equivalent of the
Unique Factorization Theorem (FTA)? Since Heath first made this claim
in his 1906 translation, many critics have come forth to disagree. One
of these critics, M.D. Hendy, completely discredits Euclid in this regard
claiming that IX;14 is not equivalent to the FTA and furthermore, that the
FTA is beyond thereach of Euclid entirely (1975). Hendy andothers point
out that IX;14provides only for the unique prime factorization of integers
with a square free factorization, and indeed, this is true. However, one can
showthat Euclid did indeed grasptheessence of the FTA and that its proof
was within his reach.

If it is true that Euclid understood the essence of the FTA, why can its
complete proof not be found in The Elements'} Since the time of Gauss,
the Unique Factorization Theorem has carried the label of a fundamental
theorem in number theory. This classification was due to the structure that
Gauss built for his number theory. Beginning with unique factorization,
Gauss develops the properties of relatively primenumbers; thusthe FTA is
central. However, Euclid structures his theorydifferently. His foundation
is the division algorithm from which he constructs a working definition of
relatively prime numbers (Knorr, 1976). Euclid proceeds to obtain results
on prime numbers such as VII;30 (paraphrased): "If c, a prime number,
measures ab, thenc willmeasure eithera or 6,"(Heath, 1956,p.332)which
is used in the proofof IX; 14. Thus, Euclid's theory places unique prime
factorization on the level of a corollary. It is also important to note that
Euclid does not use IX;14 to verify any pervious result; it is stated late in
the last book of Euclid's number theory; and its proof utilizes only VII;30

"...the least that is measured by prime numbers..." refers to the least commonmultiple
ofa list of primes. If lcm(a,b,c) =A andwe find a', b\ c* suchthatA = !cm(a\b',c'), then
by IX;14everyelement in a,b,c must equal exactlyone element in a\b\c' andvice versa.
Thus IX;14 provides for square-free prime factorizations (Knorr, 1976)
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and 36. Furthermore, IX; 14 is never used in the proofof a later theorem.
IX; 14 mayhave onlybeen included because ofEuclid's familiarly withthe
concept in arithmetic and because of the suitability of his number theory
to prove it (Knorr, 1976).

By combining the content of VII;30 and IX;14, Collison claims that
the essence of the FTA is present in The Elements. It is only because of
notational limitations that Euclid does not combine thetwo into a stronger
statement (1980). By overcoming the notational limitations of his time,
could Euclid have proven, using only the contentofhis Elements, the full
Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic'} Knorr believes that Euclid could
and demonstrates the following method by which it could have been done.
The Fundamental Theorem ofArithmetic willdevelop asacorollary to the
following statement:

Let JV equal the least commonmultiple ofA, B, C,... whereA, B, C,...,
are powers of distinct primes; let p be a prime such that p divides N, pn
divides N, but pn+1 does not divide N; then pn is exactly one element of
A, B, C,... (Knorr, 1976, p.364)

The proof of this statement relies on the following three Euclidean
propositions:
(/.) IX; 11: An= Ar • An~r, where r e {0,1,2, ...n} .
(ii.) IX;12: if a prime p divides An, then p divides A
(/'/'/'.) IX; 13: if p is a prime, then the set l,p,p2,pn_1 contains all proper
divisors ofpn.

These direct corollaries will also be needed:

(/v.) Corollary to IX; 13: if p and q are prime and pj^q, then pn and qm
arerelatively prime for all positive integers m and n.
(v.) Corollary to IX;14: if N = lcm(A,B,C,...) where A,B,C, are
relatively prime, then there existnodivisor of N that is relatively prime to
every elementof {A, B, C,...}.
(v/.) Corollary to IX; 14: if a prime p divides N where N =
lcm(A,B, C,...,) and A, B,C, are relatively prime, then p divides
exactly on term of {A B, C,...}

Proof: Let N equal the least common multiple of A, B, C,... where
A,B,C,... are powers of distinct primes; let p be a prime such that p
divides N, pn divides N, but pn+1 does not divide N. Since A,B,C,...
are powers of distinct primes, they all relatively prime to one anotherby
(iv). This meets the conditions for (v) and (v/). By (vi), sincep divides N,
p divides exactly one term of the set {A, B, C,...}, say A By (//), A is a
power of p. We must show that A = pn. If A ^ pn, then by (/) one must
divide the other:

1. Suppose pn divides A By definition of divides, A = p"-' for some q,
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thus q\A, and by (iii) q9 {l,p,p2, ...,Pn_1 }• Recall that Adivides N
since N = lcm(A, B,C,...) which implies that pnq divides N. Thus
a power ofp greater than or equal to (n + 1) divides N. This is a
contradiction.

2. Suppose A divides pn. Thus pn = A•qand by (iii) p divides qas
before. Now set N = pn •M. 73 divides TV and by (/v) is relatively
prime to pn; therefore, 5 divides M. The same follows for C and all
other elements that originally divided N (other than A). Hence A •M
is a common multiple ofA,B,C,... But ifAdivides p", then (A •M)
divides (pn •M) and (pn •M) = AT. This contradicts the construction
of N as the leastcommon multiple of A,B,C,...

Thuspn = A Q.E.D. (Knorr, 1976, p. 363-364)
The Fundamental Theorem ofArithmetic follows as a corollary: let

N = lcm(A,B,C,...) where A,B,C... are powers of distinct primes.
Suppose N = lcm(A\ B', C,...) where A', B',C,... are powers ofdis
tinct primes. By the previous result, every element ofA, B', C",... equals
exactly one element of A,B,C,... and vice versa. So the two sets are
identical (Knorr, 1976). We have factored TV into a unique list ofdistinct
powers of primes.

It has beenshown that Euclid's theorems and techniques are quiteade
quate for proving a full version ofthe Fundamental Theorem ofArithmetic.
What reasons dowe have then for criticizing Euclid's number theory? We
have shown that the lack ofgenerality isundamaging, we have shown that
Euclid's number theory is not geometric, and we have demonstrated its
strength by proving the unique prime factorization of the integers. Why
then has it been the habit of somany mathematical historians to tear down
the accomplishments of this great work? In fact, great praise is in order.
Let us quickly compare Euclid's treatment ofunique factorization to those
of Euler, Legendre, and Gauss, three of the greatest mathematicians of
the modern age. In Elements ofAlgebra, Euler simply assumes the unique
prime factorization ofthe integers and uses the fact in many proofs. Legen
dre also lets the statement go without proof in his Theorie des Nombres,
treating itas self-evident. In notation, Euler and Legendre were still some
what handicapped, but this does not explain a complete absence ofan ar
gument. On the other hand, Gauss developed an adequate notation to rep
resent the statement in his Disquisitiones Arithmeticae. Most give credit
for theFundamental Theorem ofArithmetic s first proof tohim, but infact,
in this work Gauss proves only the uniqueness ofprime factorizations and
assumes tlieirexistence without proof. Euclid deserves the largest amount
of credit for the unique factorization theorem. Euclid's statement may not
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have included all possible cases, but he overcame a limited notation and
constructed a proofthat was both rigorous andcomplete (Collison, 1980).
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In high school algebra courses we are introduced to conic sections, and
in multi-variate calculus courses we are introduced to tlie natural exten

sion of these: quadric surfaces. However, for matliematicians, curiosity
overcomes us and we want to know about such figures in 4-, 5-, ... n-
dimensional spaces as well as spaces with an infinite number of dimen
sions (Hilbert spaces). This generalization is called a quadratic variety,
which is tlie scope of this paper. In this paper, we will look at the quadratic
varieties in fourdimensions from athree-dimensional perspective and look
at what naturally comes next in five, six, ... n dimensions. We will also
look at some properties of the generalization of the sphere in higher di
mensions.

First we need to establish a few definitions. A quadratic variety is a
polynomial equation mapping a set {xi, ...£„}into Rn such that the max
imum of the degree over all the variables is two. So an example of a
quadraticvariety is

f(xi,X2,...,Xn) = x\ + x\ + ...+ xl - 1
We are concerned with the set of points such that

f(xUX2,...,Xn) =0

In other words a set of numbers such that at least one of them is squared,
but none ofthem has degreegreater thantwo. The next concept is not quite
as important, but it greatly simplifies work in the classification of these
varieties, namely homeomorphism. The actual definition says that home-
omorphism is a continuous mapping of one variety onto another without
tearing or sewing, which has a continuous inverse. In other words, we can
stretch one variety into the other. In this respect, a circle and an ellipse
will be considered the same variety because you can stretch one into the
other without tearing or sewing. Similarly some of the equations we get
for quadratic varieties arejust affine transformations of others. An alTine
transformation is basicallyshifting the entirespace in one direction. It can
be easily seen that this need not map the origin to the origin.
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Before going on to the quadratic varieties we would normally recog
nize, we should look at what these varieties are in R°and R1. We can
consider the R° set, with only oneelement, namely 0. Since we have no
variables to choose from, this quadratic variety is just a constant. If the
constant is non-zero, the variety if empty; if it is zero, it is all of R°. In
i?1 the general quadratic variety would be of the form x2 = k. For pos
itive A: the only points are ±y/k on the x— axis. If k = 0 weyield what
is called a degenerate case, with only one solution, namelyx = 0. If fe
is negative the variety is non-existent in Rl (it can be done with complex
numbers, but we restrict our domain to the real numbers). Here's the first
place where homeomorphism comes into play. We might as well restrict
the values of fe to be —1,0, and 1, because if we have ±\/k on the x-axis
we can just shrink the values until we get to one, and keep all of tlie same
general properties. We need to consider k = 0 because this will yield a
degenerate case, and in some cases with multiple variables we will need to
consider k = —1, because this is not always non-existent.

Sonow weneed toconsider allofthepossible quadratic functions in R2
(quadratic curves). First we consider tlie cases where all of the variables
are squared. This gives us x2 ± y2. Next we have to consider the cases
where only one variable is squared, which gives x ± y2 and y ± x2, but
the first is just a rotation of the second so they are homeomorphic and we
might as well consider the second. Also, as we learned in Algebra, the
plus or minus sign only determines the direction tlie curve opens which
means that the plus case is homeomorphic to the minus case, so we might
as well just consider the minus. This leaves us with three general cases
of quadratic curves. In algebra we were taught that the general form also
included multipliers of x and y, but once again, through homeomorphism
we can just get rid of them.

First, let us consider the case y - x2 = k. We learned in algebra that
fc just determines how high above the axis the graph is, so we can just let
this be zero. Here we get what is called a parabola. One of the ways to
view this from a one-dimensional perspective is to see what happens ifwe
pass it through (take slices parallel to) the x-axis or the y-axis. With the
x-axis, first a point would appear, and then it would shift into two points,
which slowly accelerated away from each other to infinity. With tlie y-axis
a point would appear at infinity, accelerate toward the middle of the axis,
and return back to infinity.

Nextconsider thecase where x2 + y2 = 1. This gives usa circle. If we
pass this through (i.e. take slices parallel to) the x-axis we have a point that
suddenly appears, then turns into two points which spread apart, then come
together, then turn into a single point, which finally vanishes. The same
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happens with the y-axis. Ifwe replace the 1by -1 we getanequation that
has no solutions in the real numbers, soit is non-existent. Ifwe replace the
1 by 0, we get only one point satisfying the equation, namely (0,0). This
is the degenerate form of a circle.

Finally consider the case where x2 -y2 = 1. This gives us ahyperbola.
Passing this through the x-axis, we first start the axis as far down as we
wish. This gives us two points near the edge of the graph which close in
toward each other as the slices get closer to the x-axis. Somewhere near
the axis the two points become one, then itdisappears for a small portion
ofthe graph. The point then re-appears, changes totwo points, which both
go to infinity in opposite directions. Ifwe let change the 1toa -1 this just
flips the hyperbola along one ofthe axes, but this isjusthomeomorphism
(passing this through the x-axis is the same as what would happen passing
the hyperbola through the y-axis). Ifwe change 1 to 0 and solve for y we
get y = x or y = -x. Thegraph of thisjust looks likea giantX acrossthe
entire xy-plane. This completely classifies the quadratic varieties in R2 up
to homeomorphism.

Moving into R?, things get a little trickier. To view these "quadric
surfaces" from a two-dimensional perspective we need to look at what
happens when it passes through the xy-, yz-, and xz-plane. In addition
there are many more possibilities for our polynomial equations. First we
should consider the equations where all three variables are squared. This
gives us

x2+y2 + z2,x2+y2-.z2
and

x2 - y2 - z2
Now we consider the cases where two of the variables are squared.

As in the case of two variables, the sign ofthe term that isn'tsquared isn't
important since itjustresults in a flip. This gives x2+y2—z and x2-y2+z.
As in thecasewith the parabola, itdoesn't really matter which two of our
variables is squared, because in R3 we can justrotate along a plane and
yield the same variety.

Finally we should consider the equations where only one term issquared.
Once again, thesigns in front of the two terms thataren't squared and the
particular term that issquared aren't important soweonly have x2—y —z.
Consider this one first, letting the entire equation be equal to zero. Letz
be a constant that can vary. This is the equivalent of passing our surface
through the xy-plane. On this plane we get a parabola opening up, and z
changes ourheight. Similarly if y is a constant we geta parabola on the
xz-plane. Ifx isaconstant we have plane which isthe equivalent oftaking
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the liney = z and stacking it on top of itself in the x direction. More gen
erally, this surface is called a parabolic cylinder, and looks like a parabola
that has been extended across all of space.

Next consider the first of the cases where two terms are squared and
let this be equal to zero. Letting z be a constant gives us a circle that
increases in radius as tlie constant gets larger. Letting x or y be a constant
gives us a parabola opening up. This shapeis calleda paraboloid and is the
equivalent oftaking a parabola androtating it around its axis of symmetry.
However, if we fix z we get a circular cylinder, which looks like a bunch
ofcircles stacked on top of each other.

Now consider the second surface with two terms squared and set it
equal to zero. Letting z be a constant gives us a hyperbola. If y is constant
we get a parabola opening up. If x is constant we get a parabola opening
down. This shape is called a hyperbolic paraboloid and can be visualized
as the graphical equivalent ofa saddle.

Finally we can consider the three surfaces with all three variables squared.
Looking at the first ofthese we can set it equalto one and no matter which
variable we let be a constant we get a circle of increasing radius. This
surface is called a sphere and is a fundamental surface in the study of
quadratic varieties. It looks like a circle revolved around one of its diam
eters. As in the case with two dimensions, if the equation is equal to zero
we get a single point at the origin, and if the equation is equal to a negative
number it is non-existent.

Next look at the second of the surfaces where all three variables are

squared but there is one minus sign and set this equal to 1. If z is a constant
we get a circle with a radius that gets larger if we go up or down from
the origin. If y or x is a constant we get hyperbolas opening in different
directions. This surface is called a hyperboloid of one sheet. If we fix z
here we obtain a hyperbolic cylinder that looks like a bunch ofhyperbolas
stacked on top of each other. To picture this we should first look at the
degenerate case where the whole equation is equal to zero. This looks like
two cones meeting at the origin, one opening up, and one opening down.
The general form involves taking the center point and making it a circle
while keeping the cones intact.

Finally consider the last form where all three variables are squared but
two are negative. Letting z or y be a constant gives us a hyperbola. Letting
x be a constant gives us a degenerate case if x = 0 and non-existent oth
erwise. This shape is called a hyperboloid of two sheets and is like taking
the two cones from above, but pulling them away from each other. If we
let the equation be equal to a negative number we just get a hyperboloid
ofonesheet. This completely classifies thequadratic varieties in R3 up to
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homeomorphism.
Before we proceed on to the fourth dimension, we should look at what

happened when we jumped from two dimensions to three. Of tlie six
general types, five were just easy extensions of the three curves in two-
space. The sphere is obtained by revolving a circle about its diameter,
the paraboloid by rotating a parabola about itsaxis of symmetry, and both
hyperboloids by rotating a hyperbola about its two axes. Tlie cylinders
arejust obtained by stretching thecircle, paraboloid, and the hyperboloid.
The one surface that is not exactly a rotation or stretch is the hyperbolic
paraboloid and naturally we will encounter things like it in four dimen
sions. The basic idea is that a multiple number of the slices parallel to
planes are the same, but in different directions, and this introduces hyper
bolas.

Now, to make the jump into four dimensions we have to think ab
stractly. We will still stretch the quadratic surfaces, but in a dimension
which we cannot visualize. However, we can still look at cross-sections of
the variety that are parallel to three-dimensional spaces.

As before, it will be best to firstconsiderall the possibilities for the left
side of our equation. First we have the equations where all four terms are
squared, namely

x2 + y2 + z2 + w2,x2 + y2 + z2 - w2

and

x2 + y2 - z2 - w2

x2 - y2 - z2 - w1
Secondly, we have the equations where three terms are squared. These
consist of

and

x2 +y2 + z2 + w
x2 + y2 - z2 + w

x2 -y2 - z2 + w
Now consider the equations where two variablesare squared:

and

x2 + y2 + z 4- w

x2 —y2 -f z + w
Finally we have the equation where only one term is squared:

x2 -f- y + z + w
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Since we don't have a clear-cut way of visualizing the fourth dimension, it
will be easiest to look at slices along "hyper-planes" first.

Below is a table ofwhat the slices ofthe ten four-dimensional quadratic
varieties look like along the xyz-,xyw -xzw-, and yzw-hyper-planes.

Equntior

x2 + y2
z2 +w2
x2 +y2
z2 —w2

i

+

xyz-hyper-
plane
Sphere

xyw-hyper-
planc
Sphere

xzw-hyper-
plane
Sphere

yzw-hyper-
plane
Sphere

+ Sphere Hyperboloid
of one sheet

Hyperboloid
of one sheet

Hyperboloid
of one sheet

x2 +y2
z2 —w2

— Hyperboloid
of one sheet

Hyperboloid
of one sheet

Hyperboloid
of two sheets

Hyperboloid
oftwo sheets

x2-y2
z2 —w2

— Hyperboloid
of two sheets

Hyperboloid
of two sheets

Hyperboloid
of two sheets

Sphere

x2 + y2 + Sphere Paraboloid Paraboloid Paraboloid

z2 + w
x2 +y2
z2 + w

— Hyperboloid
of one sheet

Paraboloid Hyperbolic
Paraboloid

Hyperbolic
Paraboloid

x2 —y2
z2 + w

— Hyperboloid
of two sheets

Hyperbolic
Paraboloid

Hyperbolic
Paraboloid

Paraboloid

x2 + y2 + Paraboloid Paraboloid Parabolic Parabolic

z + w

x2 - y2 +
z + w

x2+y+z+

Hyperbolic
Paraboloid

Parabolic

Hyperbolic
Paraboloid

Parabolic

Cylinder
Parabolic

Cylinder
Parabolic

Cylinder
Parabolic

Cylinder
Plane

w Cylinder Cylinder Cylinder

Now we must examine each ofthese more carefully. Edwin A. Abbott's
book Flatland showed us that we can visualizehigher-dimensional objects
in our world by seeing what they look like when we pass them through
our world. In other words, if we live in a universe with x-, y-, and z-axes,
since w is a variable, consider what our surface looks like as w goes from
minus infinityto infinity. Likewise, if we live in a universe with any three
of the four axes, we can consider what happens when the missing axis is
changed to a variable constant.

Consider first, the most fundamental of these hyper-surfaces in which
all the terms are squared and the sign in front of all four are positive. As
in lowerdimensions, the degenerate form is a singular point at the origin
and if our equation is equal to a negative number, the hyper-surface does
not exist. Analogous to what we saw when passing a sphere through two-
dimensional planes, when passing this hyper-sphere through any of the
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four hyper-planes we see a single point, which grows into a larger and
largersphere and, after reaching the critical radius, shrinks to a point and
disappears.

Now consider thehyper-surface inwhich allterms are squared, butonly
three terms are positive. In degenerate form, this is a four-dimensional
cone consisting of a singlepointat the origin and sphere stacked on each
other in four-space extending infinitely in both directions. If the equation
is equal to a negative number then we can rearrange it to yield another
hyper-surface with which we'll deal later. If the number is positive the
visualization is analogous to ourview of tliehyperboloid of one sheet. On
the xyz-plane we will see a sphere of radius 1 which opens both up and
down as spheres of increasing radius.

Next let's lookat the hyper-surface withall terms squared, but threeof
the terms are negative. The degenerate form of this figure looks the same
as the degenerate for the previous example. If the equation is equal to a
negative number it is the same as the previous hyper-surface. When the
equationis equal to 1, considerwhathappens whenwe let x vary. If x = 0
we get a non-existent sphere. If x = ±1 we get the degenerate sphere.
Any value ofx greater than one yields a sphere, as does any value ofx less
than negative one. This is analogous to the hyperboloid of two sheets. At
one unit above, and belowthe origin, there is a single point, which grows
into increasingly larger spheres in each direction.

Lastly, considerthe figure where all terms are squared, but two terms
are positive. The degenerate form of this is like a cone made out of tori
(donuts). At plus and minus infinity there are infinitely large tori, and as
each gets closer to zero the inner radius of the tori get infinitely close to
zero, and the limitingprocess eventually condenses them down to a point.
Inthe non-degenerate case we can rewrite this equation asy2 —z2—w2 =
1- x2. If |x| > 1, this is a hyperboloid ofone sheet; if |x| = 1, it's a cone;
if |x| < 1, it's a hyperboloid of two sheets.

Now considerthe forms where three terms are squared. If all of them
are positive,this is just analogous to tlieparaboloid, exceptwe use spheres
instead ofcircles. Tlie other two forms with three terms squared are really
the same thing. Lookingat the first we see that if we move w to the right
side of tlie equation we get a hyperboloid of two sheets above tlie axis, a
cone at the origin, and a hyperboloid of one sheet below the axis. If we
look at the second we see that it is the same as the first, only reflected
across the axis.

The other forms are mostly analogous to lower dimensional forms in
that we have more than one linear term. For tlie form where two terms

are squared, both positive, we have a paraboloid that has been slid in two
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dimensions. For the form where two terms are squared and one of them is
positive, we havea hyperbolic paraboloid that has been slid in two dimen
sions. Finally the form where only one term is squared we have a parabola
that has been slid in three dimensions.

As one can imagine, as the dimensions increase, the forms get more
and more difficult to categorize. In general there are at most n-2tn unique
forms in each dimension. However, as seen above, two of the ten forms
in four dimensions are homeomorphic, so there is probably an error term
that needs to be taken off of the total, which is zero is one, two, or three
dimensions.

Although most of the higher dimensional varieties are too complex to
describe, we can see what some of them look like. First, the general n-
dimensional form with all of its terms squared and positive is called the
(n —l)-hypersphere(then - 1 is a consequence of topology and not really
important here). Analogous to lowerdimensions, tlien-hypersphere isjust
a collection of (n— l)-hyperspheres such that ifyoupass it through (n—1)
dimensional space, you see a point that expandsto an (n —l)-hypersphere
of radius 1 and shrinks to a point. These forms have more interesting
properties as we will see a little later.

The forms having some linear terms are analogous to lower dimensions
where we take lower dimensional forms and stretch them in multiple di
mensions,depending on how many linear terms we have. The forms where
all terms are squared, but not all of them are positiveare a little more con
fusing.

In general, the forms where only one term is negative or positive, are
analogousto the hyperboloids of one or two sheets respectively, usingdif
ferent dimensional hyperspheres instead ofcircles. If we allow more than
one negativeor positive term, this becomes a family of lower dimensional
forms where not all terms are positive.

One interesting consequence of higher dimensions is what the degen
erates look like. First, we need to know what a Cartesian product looks
like. In general, you will have one set of numbers A, and another set of
numbers B, and you consider A x B to be the set of all ordered pairs
where the first number is from A and the second number is from B. Now,
define the n-hypersphere of radius 1 Sn. Let's look at what Si x Si is.
We want a form where every point can be described uniquely as part of
two different circles. Such a form is the torus, mentioned above. If we
pick a certain point on a torus, we haveone circle containing the point that
goes around the hole in the middle, and one circle that contains the point,
but doesn't contain the hole in the middle. Now, define the form with all
termssquared, with m positive terms, and n negative terms (m, n). Toget
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the degenerate form for (m,n), take 5TO_! x 5„_i and make a cone out
ofthese figures. In other words, from both sides of infinity to the origin,
you have these figures, decreasing in size, and condensing to asingle point.
One consequence ofthis is that degenerate hyperspheres are asingle point.

We can also look atsome examples ofdegenerates in lower dimensions.
Consider the hyperbola, labeled (1,1). So we cross the 0-sphere with it
self. The 0-sphere is the set ofpoint on the x-axis that are length 1 from
the origin, which consist of1and -1. When we cross two ofthese spheres
together, we get just the set of points such that each is a set of different
0-spheres. It turns out that this isjust a 0-sphere. Now, consider a cone
made out of0-spheres, and you get the degenerate hyperbola. Similarly,
consider the hyperboloid ofone sheet. This is labeled (2,1). Therefore,
we cross a circle with a 0-sphere, which in turn gives us a circle. Making
a cone outof these gives us the degenerate hyperboloid of one sheet. An
other interesting point is that up to homeomorphism, the Cartesian product
is commutative, so the degenerate of (m,n) is the same as the degener
ate of (n,m). The next step in examining quadratic varieties is to look at
Hilbert spaces (those with infinite dimensions).

As a side note, we should look at one of the practical applications of
hyperspheres. When you were first introduced to complex numbers, you
were shown that you can look at the x-axis as the real part of the number,
and the y-axis as the imaginary part of the number. One of the natural
questions to follow from this is, is therea set of numberssuch that we can
visualize them as 3-dimensional space? The answer to this question is no.
However, ifwe look to 4dimensions, and 8dimensions, the answer is yes.

One may also ask is this true for n dimensions, where n is a power
of two. As the dimensions go past 8, it turns out that there are certain
structural properties that start to fall apart. First, let's look at some of
the properties we lose when we go from smaller sets to larger sets. The
real numbers are a subset ofthe complex numbers. One property the real
numbers have isthatifwepick two distinct numbers, a and b, then a < bor
b< a. When we expand the real numbers to include the complex numbers
we lose this property.

Now, consider the next set up from the complex numbers called the
quaternions.
"10"

0 1

This is the set of numbers a
i 0

0 -i ,3 =
1

0

+ bi + cj + dk where 1 =
" 0 i '

0
, and k = One of

the first things we learn when learning matrices is that matrix multiplica
tion is not commutative. Since the quaternions are just matrices, they are
not commutative. When we expand even further, we get a set called Cay-
ley's numbers. These are written in the form ol + bi0 + cii + di2 + ei3 +
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fi\ +gis + his where 1, in, in+2,4+3 behavelike the quaternions. As you
can probably imagine, the multiplication tables for these numberare very
complex and lengthy to do. One property that these numbers lack is that
multiplication is not even associative, in otherwordsa(bc) is not equal to
(ab)c. If we try to expand Cayley'snumbers, we get an even largerset that
isn't even well-defined (this was proven by James Milnor).

Now, let's look at a problem that seems unrelated, but in fact is a di
rect consequence of the fact that there are only 2-, 4-, and 8-dimensional
complex numbers. Considera rounddisc with little hairs sticking perpen
dicularly along the outside. We can take a comb and in one continuous
motion comb all the hair on the circle such that we can start at one place,
and return to it, having combed all the hair. In fact, we can do this is two
different ways. This turnsout to be a consequence of imaginary numbers,
and the fact that we can do it twodifferent ways is analogous to taking the
complex conjugate of a number.

Now, if we try to do the same thing on a sphere, we'll discover that it is
not possible to do so. In fact, youcannot do it without leaving a bald spot.
This isa consequence ofthefact thatthere areno3-dimensional imaginary
numbers. Although the consequences are theoretical, because there are
only 4- and 8-dimensional complex numbers, you can only comb the hair
withoutbald spotson a 3-sphere, and a 7-sphere, in 4 and 8 different ways,
respectively. Proofsof this result are far too complex for the scope of this
paper.

Getting backon track, let's look at some non-topological propertiesof
spheres, namely volume and surfacearea. The reasoning behind tlie fol
lowing formula takes a little multi-dimensional calculus to understand, but
we will state it without explanation. If is the hyper-surface area of the n-

(Je-^di)
hypersphere ofradius 1, then it turns out that Sn^~ 1—. Evaluating

/ e-T*rn-xdr
o

these integrals takes some techniques taught in multi-dimensional calcu-
oo

lus, but in the end, we get that Sn = M^r where T(n) = / xn_1e-Irfx.
\i) o

Ifyoudo integration byparts once youget thatT (n) = (n —1) T (n - 1),
andyou can prove by induction thatT (n) = (n - 1)!. Usinganothermore
advanced technique, we can get that T(5) = yjH. Since tlie dimension of
a hypersphere is an integral value, we need not worry about any other val
ues of the gamma function, and using the identities above, we can get the
surface area for all unit hyperspheres. It turnsout that when we let the hy
persphere have radius R, thesurface area becomes SnR*1-1. Using more
advanced techniques, wecanshow that if wetake the general formula for
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the surface area of a hypersphere with radius R and integrate with respect
to R that we get the general formula for the volume of the hypersphere
with radius R. After algebraic manipulation, we get that the volume of a

hypersphere in n-dimensions with radius R is *> ,,£"i. If we let n = 2, we

get j4 = %R2, as expected.

Similarly if we let n=3we get^-liy = ^jf- = g7r.R3, as expected.
At first it would seem that as the dimensions increase, so would the hyper-
volume (or content). However, if we fix the radius and plot the dimensions
against the content, we see that the content peaks somewhere between five
and six dimensions, and the surface area peaks somewhere between seven
and eight dimensions. If you take the limit of the content or hyper-surface
area ofa hypersphere of finite radius,you get that the infinitedimensional
hypersphere has no content or hyper-surface area. This only changes if
the radius is infinite, in which content and hyper-surface area proves to be
infinite as well.

So we see that when we look at things in higher dimensions they are
just as simple to view as analogous examples in lower dimensions. Al
though this paper contains several points about higher-dimensional "conic
sections", it is certainly not complete. I pose the following questions as a
conclusion to this paper:

1. Is there a simple formula for determining the number ofquadratic vari
eties (up to homeomorphism) in a given dimension?

2. What sort ofproperties to higher dimensional analogies ofthe complex
numbers lose as we continue doubling dimensions?

3. If the infinite hypersphere has no volume or surface area, what does it
look like?

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank my advisor, Dr. Don Tosh,
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What's in a Name

"It seems that Laplace transforms, like many other things bearing the
names of other persons, are inventions of Euler. In any case, Euler used
the transforms to solve differential equations when Laplace was - 7 years
old, and he did it very neatly."

-Ralph Agnew
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Introduction

The purpose of this project is to generate generalized Pascal Triangles
of finite groups with two generators. Other code has been done to create
Pascal Triangles of cyclic groups; we wish to extend this capability to
groupswith two non-trivial generators. Onegeneratorwill be represented
on the leftsideofa Pascal triangle andtheothergenerator will be shownon
tlie right side. We chose Maple to accomplish this task. Although Maple
is slower and more idiosyncratic than other languages such as Pascal or
C, Maple has a wealth of data structures that have useful properties in
accomplishing this task that made thisdecision relatively easy.

> restart:

Numberof rows for the Generalized Pascal Triangle
> Rows :=25;

Defining the Group
Any group can be completely defined in terms of its generators and

defining equations. The defining equations tell howthe generatorsbehave
among themselves. If a finite group has n generators, we need n trivial
such equations to tell us the degree of the generator and some nontrivial
equations to show how generators interact with one another. In our case
withn = 2, we need two trivial and one nontrivial equations. For example,
Z3 x Z\ with generators x and y can be defined by the equations: x3 =
e,y4 = e,xy = yx. Tlie first two equations tell us that the orders of the
two generators are 3 and 4, respectively. The last equation determines that
the group is abelian. Any group whose generators satisfy these equations
will be isomorphic to Z$ x Z\. Our code requires that the desired group
be entered in terms of its defining equations.

Any group is isomorphic to a group of permutations, which itself is a
subgroup of a symmetric group. We usethis fact to turn our given group,
called g in the code, intoan isomorphic permutation group, appropriately
labeled pg. This new group is not stored in terms of all its elements but
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only the n of Sn and the two generators as permutations (represented as
disjoint cycles) are stored.

Group definitions
> with(group):
with(plots):
> g := grelgroup({a,b}, {[a,a], [b,b,b,b,b,b,b], [a,b,a,l/b]});
grouporder(g);
> pg := permrep(subgrel({},g)):
pg := permgroup(op(l,pg),{seq(op(2,op(2,pg)[i]),i=l ..nops(op(2,pg)))});

j := grelgroup {a. b}, {[&. a],
1

a,b.a.—
b.

.[b.b.b.b.b.b.b]}

1+

P$ := permgioup( 14, {[[1,4.5.6.7.8.9], [2.3,10.11.12.13.14]].

t[l 2]. [3.4]. [5.10]. [6. HI [?. 121 [8.131 [9. 1+]]})

Generators of the group
> gorder := grouporder(pg):
generators := op(2,pg):
> for i from 1 to nops(generators) do
print(i,generators[i]);
od;

1. [[ 1.4.5.6.7.8.9]. [2.3. 10.11.12. 13.14]]

2. [[1.2]. [3.4], [5.10]. [6. 11], [7. 12]. [8. 13]. [9. 14]]

Generating the Elements of the Group
We use an algorithm named Depth First Search to generate all of the

elements of the group. Sahni defines a Depth First Search (dfs) in this
manner: starting at a vertex v, a dfs proceeds as follows. The vertexv is
marked as visited and an unvisited vertex u adjacent from v is selected.
If such a vertex does not exist, the search terminates. Assume u does
exist. A dfs from u is now initiated. When this is completed, we select
another unvisited vertex adjacent to v. If such a vertexdoes not exist, the
search terminates. If it does, a dfs begins from this new vertex, and so
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on. In ourcode, westart at the identity element e, denoted [ ] in the code.
At each new element thereare two paths we can take, since our group is
generated by two elements: multiplying the elementby the first generator,
x, or multiplying tlie element by the second generator, y. In our example
of Zz x Z4,we start with e, and then multiply by x, yieldingx. Againwe
multiply by x, giving x2. Once again, we multiply by x and get x3. But
bythedefining equations, x3 = e. Sowehave reached an element thatwe
have already visited. By our algorithm we backtrack one level and take the
other branch. In this case we go to x2 and multiply by y, giving us x2y,
which is an element we have not yet visited. We continue in this manner
until wehave no new paths to take. Depth First Search is generally usedto
traverse a data structure, such as a graph, butweactually use it to generate
tlie data. Here wehave noneed tostore thearcs of thegraph since we have
tlie rules to go from oneelement to another: wesimply multiply eitherby
x or y. All that we store are the vertices, or elements. This is analogous
to instead of solving a maze by holding a map of it in your hand, to just
knowing a set of rules to implement at each intersection in the maze (for
example, mark the intersection with chalk and go right, straight, and then
left).

We place all of these elements ina setcalled visited. We need to assign
each element an arbitrary numberso we place the elements of visited in a
array named G. We store them in such a way that e is the first element,
the first generator is the second element, and the second generator is the
third element. We then create a group multiplication table, GroupTable,
and display it.

Procedure thatgenerates theelements of the group using a Depth First
Search of the Cayley graph of thegroup with the given generators
> dfs := proc(x)
local y, z;
global generators, i, visited;
for z in generators do

y := mulperms(x,z);
if not member(y,visited) then
print(i,y);
i:=i+l;
visited := visited union {y};
dfs(y);
fi;
od;

end:

i:=2:
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visited :={[]}:
print(l,[]);
dfs([]);
G:=[[],op(generators),op((visited minus generators) minus {[]})]:

l.[]

2. [[1.4.5,6.7.8.9]. [2.3.10.11. 12. 13. 14]]

3. [[1.5.7.9.4.6.8]. [2.10.12.14.3. 11. 13]]

4. [[1.6.9.5.8.4.7]. [2.11.14.10.13.3.12]]

5. [[1.7.4.8.5.9.6]. [2.12.3.13. 10. 14.11]]

6. [[1.8.6.4.9.7.5]. [2. 13.11.3.14. 12. 10]]

7. [[1.9.8.7.6.5.4]. [2. 14. 13. 12. 11. 10.3]]

8. [[1. 14.8.12.6.10.4.2.9.13.7.11.5.3]]

9. [[1.2]. [3.4]. [5.10]. [6.11]. [7.12]. [8.13]. [9.14]]

10. [[1.3.5.11.7. 13.9.2.4.10.6. 12.8. 14]]

11. [[1.10.7.14.4.11.8.2.5.12.9.3.6.13]]

12. [[1.11.9. 10.8.3.7.2.6. 14.5. 13.4. 12]]

13. [[1.12.4.13.5. 14.6.2.7.3.8. 10.9.11]]

14. [[1.13.6.3.9.12.5.2.8. 11.4.14.7.10]]

Generate the multiplication table
>Lookup :=proc(a)
global G;
local i;
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for i from 1 to nops(G) do
ifa = G[i]then
RETURN(i);

fi;
od;
end:

> for i from 1 to gorder do
for j from 1 to gorder do

GroupTable[ij] := Lookup(mulperms(G[i],G[j]));
od;
od;

The Multiplication Table
> print(array([seq([seq(GroupTable[i, j], j = 1..gorder)], i = 1..gorder)]));

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

2 10 * 5 8 9 3 6 7 11 13 14 12 1

3 4 1 2 10 13 14 11 12 3 8 9 6 7

4 3 2 10 11 12 1 13 14 8 6 7 9 3

5 3 10 11 13 14 2 12 I 6 9 3 7 4

6 9 13 12 14 2 11 1 10 7 3 3 4 8

7 3 14 1 2 11 12 10 13 4 5 6 8 9

8 6 11 13 12 1 10 14 2 9 7 4 3 3

9 7 12 14 I 10 13 2 11 3 4 8 3 6

10 11 3 8 6 7 4 9 3 13 12 1 14 2

11 13 8 6 9 3 5 7 4 12 14 2 1 10

12 14 9 7 3 3 6 4 8 1 2 11 10 13

13 12 6 9 7 4 a 3 3 14 1 10 2 11

14 1 7 3 4 8 9 3 6 2 10 13 11 12.

Generating the Pascal Triangle
We use two different functions to give us information about a given

node in the Pascal Triangle. The function Pascal returns the number of the
element that was somewhat arbitrarily assigned in G. The function Pascal!
returns the (x,y) coordinate of the center of the node. When we graph the
Pascal Triangle later, we choose the top of the triangle to be located at
(0,0), but since no axes are displayed, this could easily be changed. Thus,
the (x, y) coordinate returned by Pascal2 is based on the top ofthe triangle
being located at (0,0).
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Thefunction Colors assigns a color toeach element intlie group. Maple
has a colorpalette named HUE whose values range from 0 to 1. For exam
pleHUE(l) would be red and HUEfO.l) would bea shade of yellow. We
assign black to the identity element. We then divide the color spectrum
into equal partitions, where the number of partitions equals the order of
the group, and assign each element thecolor that falls on theedgeof one
of these partitions. Since we placed the two generators adjacent to each
other, the color of each generator would be verysimilar to the other. For
example, the first generator might becolored a very lightyellow, whilethe
secondgeneratorwould be colored just a slightlydarkeryellow. Since this
might not be aesthetically pleasing and each color would be very promi
nent along the edges of the triangle, we swapped the color of the second
generator and the last element of thegroup. Thus, the right side ofall our
triangles will always be colored red.

We choose todrawthenodes of thePascal Triangle as hexagons. Maple
has a function polygonplot that is able to graph any convex quadrilateral
given its vertices. The function P actually creates a hexagon for a given
position in the triangle.

Routines to generate a numerical representation of the GeneralizedPascal
Triangle
> Pascal := proc(m, n)
option remember;

ifn= 1 then

RETURN(2);
elifn = m then

RETURN(3);
else

RETURN(GroupTable[Pascal(m-1 ,n-1 ),Pascal(m-1,n)]);
fi;

end:

> sqrt3 := evalf(sqrt(3)):
> Pascal2 := proc(m,n)
option remember;
global sqrt3;
if m = I then

RETURN([0, 0])
else

ifn= 1 then

RETURN([Pascal2(m-1 ,n)[1]-1, Pascal2(m-1 ,n)[2]-sqrt3]);
else

RETURN([Pascal2(m,n-l)[l]+2,Pascal2(m,n-l)[2]]);
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fi;
fi;
end:

Procedure that assigns a color to each group element
> Colors := proc(x)
global gorder;
if x = 1 then

RETURN(black);
elif x = 3 then

RETURN(COLOR(HUE, 1));
elifx = gorder then

RETURN(COLOR(HUE,evalf(3/gorder)));
else

RETURN(COLOR(HUE,evalf(x/gorder)));
fi;
end:

Procedure that generatesthe hexagon in position (m, n)
> a := evalf(2/sqrt(3)):
adiv2 := evalfi.a/2):
P := proc(m,n)

global a, adiv2;
local h, k;
h := PascaI2(m,n)[l];
k := Pascal2(m,n)[2];
RETURN(polygonplot([[h, k+a], [h+1, k+adiv2], [h+1, k-adiv2], [h,

k-a], [h-1, k-adiv2], [h-1, k+adiv2]], color=Colors(PascaI(m,n))));
end:

Printing the Color Group Table
Atthis point, wetake asmall tangent and redisplay ourgroup table. But

this time we display it in color. We have a function Square that is similar
to P but which creates a colored square at a given position. Maple has
another convenient data structure called a sequence. This function creates
finite sequences with given parameters. We use a sequence to create an
array Table which stores all of the colored squares in the group table. To
print the grouptablewe simply display Table.

Routines to generate a colored version of the multiplication table
GroupTable
> Square := proc(x,y)

global gorder;
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local h, k;
h := x;
k := gorder - y;
RETURN(polygonplot([[h+0.5, k+0.5],[h+0.5, k-0.5], [h-0.5, k-0.5],

[h-0.5, k+0.5]], color=Colors(GroupTable[x,y])));
end:

> Table := [seq(seq(Square(m,n), n = 1 .. gorder), m = 1 .. gorder),
seq(textplot([i, gorder convert(i, string)], align = ABOVE), i = 1 ..
gorder), seq(textplot([0, gorder-i, convert(i,string)], align = LEFT),i= 1 ..
gorder)]:
> displayfTable, axes=none, scaling=CONSTRAINED);
Table := 'Table':

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Printing the Generalized Pascal Triangle
We also use a sequence to create the array S, which stores all of the

hexagons for the entire triangle. After this is accomplished, we display S
and the Pascal Triangle is printed.
Generalized Pascal Triangle
> S := [seq(seq(P(m,n), n=l..m), m=2..Rows)]:
forget(Pascal, Pascal2);
display(S, axes=none, scaling=CONSTRAINED);
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Conclusions

We think the above project has allowed us to achieve many things and
has uncovered someinteresting questions. We learned howto use MapleV
for nontrivial tasksand howto applyour knowledge of groups (generators,
relations, and permutation groups). We have developed a powerful tool
that will allow us to study in a semi-experimental manner the properties
of these generalized Pascal Triangles. A study could be done concerning
the effect on the patterns in the triangles when one of the order of one
generator issignificantly higher thantheorderofthe othergenerator. Also,
in our limited number of examples, it appears that every element of the
group appears in the triangle, even in the first 75 rows. We might try to
prove this observation. Further study is definitely warranted.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Dr. Chandra, Pittsburg State
University CSIS dept., Dr. Woodburn, and Dr. Figueroa, both Pittsburg
State University Math dept., for alltheirhelp incompletion of this project.
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Henkel's Names ofthe Periods in Numbers
Millions (1), Billions (2), Trillions (3), Quadrillions (4), Quintillions

(5), Sextillions (6), Septillions (7), Octillions (8), Nonillions (9), Decil-
lions (10), Undecillions (11), Duodecillions (12), Tertiodecillions (13),
Quarto-decillions (14), Vigillions (20), Primo-vigillions (21), Secundo-
vigillions (22), Tertio-vigillions (23), Quarto-vigillions (24), Trigillions
(30), Quadragillions (40), Quinquagillions (50), Sexagillions (60), Sep-
tuagillions (70), Octogillions (80), Nonagillions (90), Centillions (100),
Decomo-centillions (110), Vigesimo-centillions(120), Trigesimo-centillions
(130), Quadragesimo-centillions (140), Quinquagesimo-centillions (150),
Sexagesimo-centillions (160), Septuagesimo-centillions (170), Octogesimo-
centillions (180), Nonagesimo-centillions (190), Ducentillions (200), Tre-
centillions (300), Quadrigentillions (400), Quingentillions (500), Sexcen-
tillions (600), Septingentillions (700), Octingentillions (800), Nongentil-
lions (900), Millillioins (1000), Decimillillions (10,000), Centi-millillions
(100,000), Milli-millillions (1,000,000). - Edward Brooks, Philosophy of
Arithmetic, 1880.

-The Pentagon, Spring 1952 (pp.99-100)

Starting a KME Chapter
Forcomplete information on starting a KME chapter, contact the Na

tional President. Some information is given below.
An organized group of at least ten members may petition through a

faculty member for a chapter. These members may be either faculty or
students; studentsmust meetcertaincoursework and g.p.a. requirements.

The financial obligation of new chapters to the national organization
includes the cost of the chapter's charter and crest (approximately $50)
and the expenses of the installing officer. The individual membership fee
to thenational organization is$20permember andis paid just once, at that
individual's initiation. Much of the $20 is returned to the new members in
the form of membership certificates and cards, keypin jewelry, a two-year
subscription to the society's journal, etc. Local chapters are allowed to
collect semester or yearly dues as well.

The petition itself, which is the formal application for the establish
ment of a chapter, requests information about tlie petitioning group, the
academic qualifications ofthe eligible petitioning students, the mathemat
ics faculty, mathematics course offering and other facts about the institu
tion. It also requests evidence of faculty and administrative approval and
support of the petition. Petitions are subject to approval by the National
Council and ratification by the current chapters.
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The Problem Corner

Edited by Kenneth M. Wilke

The Problem Corner invites questions of interest to undergraduate stu
dents. As a rule tlie solution should not demand any tools beyond calcu
lus. Although new problems are preferred, old ones of particular interest
or charm are welcome, provided the source is given. Solutions should
accompany problems submitted for publication. Solutions of the follow
ing problems should be submitted on separate sheets before July 1, 2002.
Solutions received after the publication deadline will be considered also
until tlie time when copy isprepared for publication. Thesolutions will be
published in the Fall 2002 issue ofThe Pentagon, with credit being given
to tlie student solutions. Affirmation of student status and school should
be included with solutions. Address all communications to Kenneth M.
Wilke, Department of Mathematics, 275 Morgan Hall, Washburn Univer
sity, Topeka, Kansas 66621 (e-mail: xxwilke@acc.wuacc.edu).

PROBLEMS 550-554

Problem 550. Proposed by Jose Luis Diaz, Universitat Politecnica de
Catalunya, Terrassa. Spain.

Ifa, b, and c are distinct nonzero complex numbers, determine

bc{a + l) t ac(b+l) a6(c+l)
(a-b)(a-c) (b-a)(b-c)^~ (c-a)(c-b)

Problem 551. Proposed by Carol Browning, Greg Eastman, and John
House (jointly).

The divisibility test for 3 is simple: anatural number is divisible by 3 if
and only if the sum of its digits isdivisible by 3. The same test works for
9. Notice that the test seems to work for 3 in base4 but fails for 3 in base
5. Give conditions on divisor dand base b(with d < b) for which ddivides
n ifand only ifd divides the sum ofthe digits ofnexpressed in base b.
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Problem 552. Proposed by Albert White, St. Bonaventure University, St.
Bonaventure, New York.

Determine ifeach ofthe following two series ]Cjlt IT are convergent
or divergent. If a series is convergent, find the sum of the series,

(a)Definexj = 1,xn = ££f jxjtj > 2.Find ^~i Tt-
(b) Define xt = 1, xn = ££/ )xhj >2.Find £~, £.

Problem 553. Proposed by Albert White, St. Bonaventure University, St.
Bonaventure, New York.

Al spotted a squirrel in the family room. He had Samantha stand in the
doorway so that the squirrel would not go into the kitchen. Then Al opened
the back door so that the squirrel would run outside. Using the handleofa
broom, he poked under the entertainment center until the squirrel ran out.

The squirrel ran a series of straight lines from (0,0) to (15,-9) to (19,-5)
to (23,-5) where the back door is located. When the squirrel was located
at ( 15,-9), Samantha abandoned her post and ran in the opposite direction
along the path y = 10 - (x- 16)2. Samantha started at (16, -10) and
stopped at (21,-35). Assuming that tlie squirrel ran at a constant speed of
110feet per minutewhile Samantharan at a constant speed of 150 feet per
minute, does the squirrel reach the back door before Samantha reaches her
stopping point?.

Problem 554. Proposed by the editor.

Let / be defined by the relation f = 2 + 2y/AAg2 + 1 where g is a
positive integer. Showthat if / is an integer / is a perfect square.

Please help your editor by submittingproblem proposals.

SOLUTIONS 537, 538, 541 - 544

Problem537. Proposed by the editor.
Let r, s,t,u and v be integers such that both their sum and the sum of

their squares are divisibleby an odd prime p. Prove that p also divides the
quantity 7-5 + s5 + t5 + u5 + v5 - brstuv.

Solution by Ovidiu Furdui, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo,
Michigan.

Considerthe following notations: letp, = rt+s*+tt+ul+vt fori > 1
and Si denote the symmetric function ofdegree i in terms ofr, s, t,u, and
v. In other words, S\ = r + s + t + u + v, Sz = rs + rt + ru + rv +
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st + su + sv + tu + tv + uv, S3 = rst + rsu + rsv + rtu + rtv + ruv +
stu + stv + suv + tuv, S4 = rstu + rstv + rsuv + rtuv + stuv and
£5 = rstuv.

Tlie following are known as Newton's Formulas:

Pi-Si = 0 (1)

P2 - S1P1 + 252 = 0 (2)

P3 - Sip2+ S2pi - 353 = 0 (3)

PA - Sm + S2P2 - 53pi + ASA = 0 (4)

P5 - Sip4 + S2P3 - S3p2 + 54pi - 555 = 0 (5)
From (1) we get Si = px so that pi divides Si . From (2) we get

2S2 = S\p\ - p2. Then since p divides both p\ and p2 and since p is
an odd prime, p divides 52 since (p,2) = 1. Finally from (5) we have
P5 —555 = SiPi —S2P3 + S3P2 - Sip\. Now since p divides each of
Si,S2,pi and P2, p divides the quantity (p5 - 55s).

Problem 538. Proposed by the editor.
An eccentric gardener with a mathematical penchant has a group of

gardens which have the following common properties: each garden has a
triangular shape such that the area of the garden is twice the perimeter;
each side is an integral number of feet; and in each garden two sides are
consecutive integers. How many gardens does the eccentric gardener have
and what are the dimensionsofeach garden?

Solution by the editor.

Let x, x + 1 and 2c - 1 be the sides of a garden where x and c are
both positive integers. (This is required since both tlie area and perimeter
ofeach garden is an integer.) Then the perimeter ofthe garden is 2(x+ c).
ByHeron's Formula the area of the garden is given bytheequation

A2 = [4(x + c)]2 = (x + c)(c)(c - l)(x - c+ 1) or
16(x + c) = (c2-c)(x-c+l) (1)

Equation (I) can be rewritten as

16 x-c+1 _ 2c-l
c2 —c x + c x + c

so that
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x + c c2 —c 64
= 1 +

2c-I c2-c-16 (2c-l)2-65
and finally

64(2c - 1)
*=C-1+(2c-l)2-65 (2)

Since x is an integer, the quantity fec-i^-es 'sa'so an mte8er-
Since (2c-1) - ^ > 64 for c> 33 and since (2c-1)2 -65 < 0for

c < 5, we must have 5 < c < 33. Integral solutions occur for c = 5,7,8
and 33. The corresponding triangular gardens, their perimeters and areas
are given below:

c X x + 1 2c-1 perimeter area

5 40 41 9 90 84

7 14 15 13 42 84

8 13 14 15 42 84

33 33 34 65 132 264

Thus there are three distinctgardens having the desired properties.
Also solved by Ovidiu Furdui, Western Michigan University, Kalama

zoo, Michigan.

Problem 540. Proposed by the Robert Rogers, SUNY College at Fredonia,
Fredonia, New York.

Given a quintic polynomial f[\) with exactly one inflection point at x
= 0, one maximum at x = -1, and one minimum at x = m, what is the
maximumvaluethe polynomial can attain? [Note: Fora cubic polynomial,
m = l.]

Since no solutions have been received, this problem will remain open for
another issue.

Problem 541. Proposed by the Alma College Problem Solving Group,
Alma College, Alma, Michigan.

n

Find a closed form for JT k5^)
Solution by Carl Libis, Richard Stockton College ofNew Jersey, Pomona,
New Jersey.

n

For positive integers n, the binomial theorem yields (1 + x)n = J2 (£)xfc.
fc=0

Differentiating both sides with respect to x and then multiplying by x, we
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n

get nx(1 + x)n~ = Y, fc(^)xfc. Repeating this process four more times
fc=0

yields,

nx (1 + nx) (1 + x)n_2 = £ A;2(£)xfc
fc=0

nx [1 +(3n - 1) x+n2x2] (1 +x)n~3 = £ *:3(£)zfc
fc=0

nx [1 + (7n - 4) x+ (6n2 - 4n + l) x2 + n3x3] (1 + x)n~A

= t k4Ok
1+ (15n - 11) x + (25n2 - 30n + 11) x2

+ (I0n3 - 10n2 + bn - l) x3 +• n4x4

fc=0

Now set x = 1 to obtain

£ fc5(£) = n2 (n3 + 10n2 + 15n - 10) 2n"5.
Also solved by Scott H. Brown, Auburn University, Montgomery,
Alabama; Pat Costello, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond,
Kentucky; Jose Luis Diaz, Universitat Politecnicade Catalunya, Terrassa.
Spain; Russ Euler and Jawad Sadek (jointly), Northwest Missouri State
University, Maryville Missouri; Carl Libis, Richard StocktonCollegeof
New Jersey, Pomona, New Jersey (second solution); Albert White, St.
Bonaventure University, St. Bonaventure New York and the proposer.

Problem 542. Proposed by Albert White, St. Bonaventure University, St.
Bonaventure, New York.

Instead of using the correct arc length formula, a student used the for
mula /t° y/\ + f" (x)dx on a test and obtained the correct answer. Find
all functions /(x) such that this formula will produce the correctanswer
for arc length.

Solution by Russ Euler and Jawad Sadek (jointly), Northwest Missouri
State University, Maryville, Missouri.

First, assuming that /" (x) is smooth everywhere on [b, a), the given
formula will produce the correct answerforarc length when

/"(x)=[/'(x)]2 (1)

One family ofsolutions to (1) is /(x) = a for any constant. So assume
that / is a nonconstant function. Then (1) can be written as

[f'(x)]-2f"(x) = l

nx
n-S(1 + x)
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Then -(/'(x)]-1 = x + c where c is the constant of integration. Hence,
f{x) = j^, and so another family ofsolutions is given by f(x) =
-In \x+ c\ + c\ for any constant cj. It should be noted that if f'(x) is
not smooth, then a linear combination of the above two families of solu
tions will also be a solution.

Also solved by Ovidiu Furdui, Western Michigan University, Kalama
zoo, Michigan and the proposer.

Problem 543. Proposed by Carol Browning, Drury College, Springfield,
Missouri.

Let oqbe a givenpositive integerand definethe sequencea* by ak+i =
^ if 2\ak and a.k+\ = 3a* + 1 otherwise. For example, if ao is 3,
the sequence is 3,10,5,16,8,4,2,1,4,2,1,4,2,1 Define the func
tion P(n) on the positive integers by P(n) = j if in the sequence origi
nated by ao = n, the first power of 2 to appear is 2K

For example, P(3) = 4. If no powerof 2 appears in the sequence, we
define P(n) to be 0. Prove that P(n) is odd exactly when n is an odd
power of 2.

Solution by Russ Euler and Jawad Sadek (jointly), Northwest Missouri
State University, Maryville, Missouri.

Supposethat n = 2* wherej isodd. [Throughoutn, t and j are positive
integers. Ed.] Then P(n) = j which is odd.

Now to establish the converse, we shall establish the more general re
sult:

Claim: If 3n + 1 = 2l, then t is even.
To prove this claim, note that 3n = 2t- 1 = (2- 1)(1 + 2+ 22 +... +

24"1) = (3+ 22 + ... + 2'"1). It follows that (22 + ... + 2'"1) must also
be a multiple of 3.

Now (22 + ... + 2'"1) = 22(1 + 2 + 22 + ... + 24"1) = 22(3 + 22 +
... + 2t_3). Again it follows that (22 + ... + 2t_3) must bea multiple of
3. Repeating this process a finite number of times and assuming that t is
odd, at some point, we reach the conclusion that 22 + 23 +• 24 = 28 is a
multiple of 3 which is a contradiction. Hence the claim is true. Since the
claim is true, unless n = 2-*, where j is odd, to start with, the sequence
cannot contain a number of the form 3afc + 1 = 2' where j is odd. This
completes the proofof the desired result.

Also solved by the proposer.

Problem544. Proposed by Robert Stump, Richmond, Virginia.

Given triangle ABC with the lengths of AB = c, AC = b, and BC =
a respectively,
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(a) Let CMi = mi be tlie median to AB in triangle ABC. Let
M1M2 = 012 be the median to AC in ACMi. Continuing this process, let
Mn-iMn = rnn be the median to j4M„_2 in triangle AMn-2Mn-i. In

00

termsof a, b, and c find Yl mk-
fc=i

(b) Let CHi = h\ be the altitude to AB (or AB extended) in triangle
ABC. Let HiM2 = h2 be the altitude to AC in triangle ACHX. Contin
uing this process, let H„-\Hn = hn be the altitude to AHn-2 in triangle

00

DAHn-2Hn-i. In termsof a, b, and c find J2 /i*.
fc=i

B C

Figure 1

Solution by Ovidiu Furdui, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo,
Michigan.

Part (a): Notice that M\M* = %: M3M4 = ^^ = %; M5M6 =
•^ and in general M2k-\M2k = "12/fc = ^ On the other hand, 7713 =
A/2M3 = ^ = ^; m5 = M4M5 = 4*^ = z± and in general

00 00 00

m2*+i = M2hM2k+i = §&• Thus £ mfc = £ 7n2fc + £ m2fc_i =
fc=l k>\ fc=l

00 / 00 \

Ef+ "li + E m2fc-l = « + 2m!.
fc=l \ fc=2 /

But 2mi = y/2(a2 + b2) —c2 so the desired sum is 2mi +a = a +
^(at+b^-c*.

Part (b). (Partial Solution) For this case we consider only tlie case
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where /LB < 90°

Figure 2

From the diagram, it is easy to show that AHi = bcosA; AH2 =
AHX cos A= bcos2 A; and Atf3 = AH2 cos 4 = bcos3 A. Then $^ =

= ^ = cos2,4 so that h3 = hicos2A. fl*ft = £ = Ma

^£? = cos2 A. Thus /i5 = /13 cos2 .A = /ii cos4 A. By an easy induction,
we have /i2n+i = ^i cos2n A for n > 1.

On the other hand, ^ = g^£ = 377? = ^ = cos2>l- Thus
/, h ^^2 4 c;m;i„K, bs. — Udh. — AIL — AIL. — AIL. — AIL —hA = /i2cos'A. Similarly £ = ^ r::-^--^--^-^?-
cos2 i4. Thus /i6 = h/i cos2 A = /12 cos4 A By an easy induction h2n =
h2 cos2"-2 /I forn > 1. Then h2 = tf1H2 = Affi sin A = bsinA cosA

00 00 00 00 00

EA*=E *»+E fcab-i = E (/i2cos2fc-2yl)+E (hicos2kA)
Jk=l Ar=l fc=l fc=l fc=l

= /i2 E (cos2 A)*-1+ hi £ (cos2 4)'
Jb=l fc=l

= {hi + il2) i-cos^ - #T - irf - sin/1

-^-*«*(!)•

-1

Also solved by the proposer (Part (a)).
Editor's Comment: The result found by our featured solver also holds

when AB = 90°. To show this, consider the following figure. In a right
triangle, the length of thealtitude to the hypotenuse is given by the product
of the legs of the right triangle divided by the hypotenuse. Thus from
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figure 3, it isclear that the problem leads toan infinite setof similar right
triangles having altitudes related by the relation hk = hk-\i vvith ho = a
or hk = ho (5) = o (f) where k is an integer > 0. Thus the desired
sum of the altitudes is an infinite geometric series with first term a and
ratio 5. Tlie sum of this series is j^ = ^ which equals 6cot (^) since
cot( 2) = l-w/t = T^z = E^c wl"0'1 coincides with the result found by
our featured solver. Perhaps some reader can complete the solution of this
problem by resolvingthe case whereZB > 90°

A

Figure 3

Magic Magic Squares

8 3 6 4

9 4 7 5

7 2 5 3

11 6 9 7

2 11 3

0 3 1

1 10 2

These squares are not "magic" in the usual sense but have the property
that any set of numbers, including one from each row and one from each
column, will have the same sum. The sum in the 4 x 4 is 24. If the
numbers in the 3 x 3 are in the base 4 system, the sum is 13. You too can
make one of these. See TTie Pentagon, Fall 1965, pp. 44-45 to see how.
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Kappa Mu Epsilon News

Edited by Connie Schrock, Historian

News of chapter activities and other noteworthy KME events should
be sent to Connie Schrock, Historian, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics
Department, Emporia State University, 1200 Commercial, Campus Box
4027, Emporia, KS 66801, orto schrockc@emporia.edu.

Installation of New Chapters
Louisiana Delta

University of Louisiana, Monroe

The installation of the Louisiana Delta chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon
was held on Sunday, February 11, 2001. The ceremony was held on the
sixth floor of the beautiful ULM Library Conference Center. Don Tosh,
National Historian ofKME, was the installing officer. There were twenty-
six chapter members installed during the ceremony. Officers were also
selected. Following tlie ceremony a banquet was held in honor of the ini
tiates.

Georgia Delta
BerryCollege, Mount Berry

Tlie installation of the Georgia Delta chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon
was held on April 21, 2001, in the brand new Science Building (with an
amazing 60-foot Foucault pendulum) on the campus of Berry College in
Mount Berry, Georgia. Dr. Pat Costello, President of Kappa Mu Epsilon,
conducted the installation ceremony. Dr. Ron Taylor, assistant professor
of mathematics, arranged the ceremony. Twelve students constituted the
founding group of the new chapter at Berry College. Those initiated were:

Students: Cheryl Ann Beierschmitt, Ryan David Fox, GraceElizabeth
Hughes, Alfred Chrisman Hart, Jason Robert Buczyna, Danielle Marie
Shea, Donald Davin MillhoUand, Jennifer Leah Watson, Sarah Anderson
Tweedie, Elka Lynn Torblaa, Trisha Michele Heller, Jason Daniel Moon.

Also in attendance were administrators from Berry College including
Dr: Kathy McKee, Associate Provost and Dean ofAcademic Services, Dr.
Bruce Conn, Dean of the School of Mathematical and Natural Sciences,
and the parents and friends ofmany of tlie inductees.

Dr. Costellobegantlieeveningceremonywith an introduction to the or
ganization and abriefhistory ofKME. Besides presenting thenewchapter
with a charter and crest, each student received their membership certifi
cate attheinstallation. Officers installed during theceremony were Cheryl
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Beierschmitt, president; Jason Buczyna, vice-president; Ryan Fox, secre
tary; and Sarah Tweedie, treasurer.

Faculty member RonTaylor accepted the responsibilities ofcorrespond
ing secretary and faculty sponsor. A reception with cookies and punch was
held inthe lobby after the ceremony. Then several faculty and Dr. Costello
went to dinner at "The Country Gentleman".

Texas Mu
Schreiner University, Kerrville

The installation of the Texas Mu chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon was
held on Saturday, April 28,2001. Tlie ceremony was held in the Cailloux
Campus Activity Center Ballroom. Don Tosh, President-Elect of KME,
was the installingofficer. Kelly Hildebrand served as the conductor. There
were fifteen chapter members installed during tlie ceremony. Officers were
also selected. Following the ceremony light refreshments were served.
That evening several newly installed members had dinner with Don Tosh.

Chapter News
AL Beta

University of North Alabama, Florence 26 actives

AL Gamma Chapter President—Chris Harmon
University of Montcvallo, Montevallo 15 actives, 2 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Tommy Fitts, Vice President; Jared Phillips,
Secretary; Don Alexander, Corresponding Secretary.

CA Gamma Chapter President—Shar McCarrol
Polytechnic Slate University, Obispo 13 actives, 6 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Brian Miceli, Vice President; Sherry! Cruz,
Secretary; Donna Kandel, Treasurer; Jonathon Shapiro, Corresponding
Secretary.

CO Delta Chapter President—Raymond Mitchell
Mesa Slate College, Grand Junction 12actives, 14 associates

Thirty-six members, guests, and initiates attended the Twelfth Annual
Initiation Ceremony held in the Krey-Zeigel Room of the College Cen
ter on April 26, 2001. Fourteen new members were initiated into the CO
Delta Chapter. Newofficers were elected for the2001-2002 year ata busi
ness meeting following the initiation. All present were invited to a joint
reception for KME initiates and 2001 departmental graduates in the Sci
ence Court Yard. TheChapter was represented attheThirty-third Biennial
Convention by faculty members Kimberly Schneider, who served on the
AwardsCommittee, and DonnaHafner, who chaired the Audit Committee.
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Co Gamma Chapter President—Bethany Lyles
Fort Lewis College, Durango 20 actives, 14associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Jennifer DuBois, Vice President; Chad
Lundin, Secretary; Chad Lundin,Treasurer; Deborah Berrier, Correspond
ing Secretary.

GA Alpha Chapter President—Christin Phillips
State UniversityofWest Georgia 15actives,7 associates

On April 19,2001, Georgia Alpha held its27th Annual Initiation Meet
ing at which seven new members were initiated andChapter Officerswere
elected for 2001-2002. Following the initiation, a reception was held in
honor of the new initiates. At the reception, the winners of the UWG
mathematics scholarships for 2001-2002 were announced. These win
ners include: Karen Jones (Sigma Xi Award and Marion Crider Award),
Kaitlin Lewis (Burson Calculus Award), Bryan Crawford (Marion Crider
Award), Natalie Young (Marion Crider Award), Christian Phillips (Cooley
Scholarship), BethGibbs (Georgia Math Scholarship), and Jessica Pritch-
ett (Whatley Scholarship).

GA Gamma Chapter President—Tony McCullers
Piedmont College 3 actives

Other spring 2001 officers: Heather Knight, VicePresident; Amie Mills,
Secretary; Tony McCullers, Treasurer; Shahtyar Heydari, Corresponding
Secretary.

IL Delta Chapter President
University of St.Francis 12 associates

IL Eta Chapter President—Jessica Holdsworth
Western Illinois University 12 actives, 9 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Eric Snodgrass, Vice President; Sandra
Jazarb, Secretary; Hong Tran Treasurer; Alan Bishop, Corresponding Sec
retary

IL Theta Chapter President—Steven Lafser
Benedictine University 20actives, 11 associates

The Math Club/KME met several times this semester. Featured events

included a trip to Navy Pier to see the water garden, a T shirt contest
(top 10 reasons to study math at BU) and watching the NOVA video on
Fermat's Last Theorem. The KME induction was held at a tea honoring
academic achievements in mathematics.

IL Zeta Chapter President—Janine Smuda
Dominican University 35actives, 7 associates

On April 8, 2001 we inducted seven new members and two associate
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members. The ceremony included a lecture by Professor Jill Van Newen-
hizen (Lake Forest College) entitled "The Possibilities and Impossibilities
of Voting."

IN Delta Chapter President—Katherine Kratochvil
University ofEvansville 40 actives, 13 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Kara Leonard, Vice President; Cathleen
Morales, Secretary; Mohammad Azarian, Treasurer; Mohammad Azarian,
CorrespondingSecretary

INGamma Chapter President—Courtney Taylor
Anderson University "> »c»ves.8 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Matthew Cherry, Vice President; Sarah
Nowlin, Secretary; Sarah Nowlin, Treasurer; Stanley Stephens, Corre
sponding Secretary

IA Alpha Chapter President—Brad Rolling
University ofNorthern Iowa 36 actives, 7associates

Student member Heather Broek presented her paper "Mozart's Waltzes"
at our first spring KME meeting in February at Professor Mark Ecker's res
idence. Our second meeting was held on March 1,2001 atProfessor Cathy
Miller's residence where Cassidy Schremser presented herstudent paper
on "The Number Zero." Students Brad Rolling and Erin Carlson attended
the KME national convention with faculty advisor Mark Ecker at Wash
burn University in Topeka, Kansas from April 5-7,2001. Student member
Julia Schreckengast addressed the spring initiation banquet with "History
ofPi." Our banquet was held at Grand China Buffet restaurant on April
26,2001 where seven new members were initiated.

IADelta Chapter President—Matthew Trettin
Wartburg College 56 actives

The belated Christmas party was held in January at the Other Place II.
On February 3rd, the chapter co-sponsored with the Mathematics, Com
puter Science and Physics Department the Eight Annual Explorations in
the Mathematical Sciences event for high school students. Tlie regular
meeting in February, centered on, planning the initiation banquet. On
March 17th, the chapter elected its new officers prior to the banquet and
initiation program for seventeen new members. Laura Ams, a Wartburg
Alumnus completing her PhD in computer science at Iowa State Univer
sity, talked about her use of mathematics in her soon-to-be-completed dis
sertation about virtual reality as the program for the event. Tlie chapter
enjoyed pizza at Cedar Bend Conservation Park as its May meeting.
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IA Gamma ChapterPresident—MikeHusmann
Morningside College 17 actives, 6 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: B.J. Koch, Vice President; Erin Bull, Sec
retary; Mara Cook, Treasurer; Doug Swan,CorrespondingSecretary

KS Alpha Chapter President—Tim Pierce
Pittsburg State University 20 actives, 30 associates

This spring the Kansas Alpha Chapter was very active. We had one
of the largest initiations in our history. We initiated30 new members this
spring. Our members also attended and presented at tlie Kansas Section
meeting of the Mathematical Association of America and the KME Na
tional Convention. Many of our members were also recognized for out
standing scholarship at the math department's annual awards banquet. Dr.
McGrath and his wife Fran hosted the annual KME Ice Cream Social to
close out the semester.

KS Beta ChapterPresident—Leah McBride
Emporia State University 14actives, 5 associates

Tlie Kansas Beta chapterhosted a serviceproject in Spring 2001. The
project consisted of calculator training sessions. Two sessions were held
to help students become better acquainted with their graphing calculators.
The mathematics faculty publicized the eventsand the sessions were well
attended by general educationsstudentsas well as new majors. Members
attended the Biennial KME convention. Leah McBride represented our
chapter by presenting a paper, "Under construction: Foci of Conic Sec
tions."

KS Delta Chapter President—Mark Allen Smith
Washburn University 26 actives

The Kansas Delta chapter met with the Washburn Mathematics Club,
Mathematica, for three afternoon lunch meetings. A speaker was present
at two of the meetings. On February 12, 2001 the chapter held its an
nual initiation banquet at which 7 newstudent members were initiated into
KME. During much of the semester, the chapter was preparing for host
ing the National 33rd Biennial KME Convention which was held on the
Washburn University Campus on April 5-7, 2001. Those most heavily in
volved with the preparations were Ron Wasserstein, Donna LaLonde, Al
Riveland, Sarah Cook and several alumni members, Ann Ukena, Debbie
Evans, and Janet Gardiner. There were about 100 KME members rep
resenting 20 chapters in attendance for the convention. Ron Wasserstein
gave the Keynote address at the Friday evening banquet. KME President
Mark Smith gave a welcoming address and led the student section discus
sion. He also presented a paper at the convention. His presentation was
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awarded a Top-4 designation. Ken Wilke waspresented with a prestigious
Mach Award for his many years of remarkable service as Problem Corner
editor of the Pentagon.

KS Epsilon Chapter President—Wendy Scott
FortHays State University 26 actives, 4 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Lora Clark, Vice President; Adam North,
Secretary; Chenglie Hu, Corresponding Secretary

KS Gamma Chapter President—Angela Shomin
Benedictine College 9 actives, 11 associates

Throughout the spring semester KS Gamma members profited from
short talks given by candidates for two faculty positions open in the depart
ment for fall 2001. After the initiation oftwo students on March 14, a short
video was shown. At the Honors Banquet on March 20, faculty modera
tor Sister Jo Ann Fellin, OSB presented Sister Helen Sullivan Scholarship
certificates to April Bailey, Brett Herbers, Janelle Kroll, David Livingston,
and Angela Shomin. Curtis Sander presented his directed research "Find
ing Optimal Piano Fingerings" at the national KME convention April 6.
Sister Jo Ann Fellin, OSB served as chair for the Nominating Committee
and was a recipient of a George R. Mach Distinguished Service Award.
Also attending the convention at Washburn were Janelle Kroll, Angela
Shomin, April Bailey, and David Livingston. The Exponent, sent annu
ally to KS Gamma alums, featured the retirement of Richard Farrell who
completed 39 years of service to Benedictine College. Farrell has been a
consistent supporter of chapter activity on campus. At a reception on May
6 in his honor KS Gamma presented Farrell with a t-shirt which displayed
one ofhis sayings: "Sample tlie problems .... Mmmmmmmmmmm ... like
chocolates!"

KY Alpha Chapter President—Katy Fritz
Eastern Kentucky University 48 actives, 20 associates

The spring semester began with floppy disk sales (together with the
ACM chapter) to students in the computer literacy class and the Math
ematica class. The first event was a winter retreat at Maywoods. Katy
Fritz brought her karaoke machine and everyone got a chance to show
off tlieir spring talent including Dr. C. singing "Long Cool Woman in a
Black Dress." At the January meeting, Dr. Ray Tennant spoke on "Historic
ProofsofEuler's PolyhedralFormula." After the talk, plans were made for
initiation and the trip to the national convention. On March 6, there were
twenty students initiated as national members. Dr. Ralph Stinebrickner
from Berea College gave an interesting talk entitled "Why Would Cluster
Analysis Interest a Mathematician?" He gave a good description of how
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to organize observed data into meaningful structures. Seven students went
with Dr. C. to the national convention at Washburn University in Topeka,
Kansas. We heard a lot of interesting talks and Jenny Philips had a hard
time on the Awards Committee decidingwho the top four speakers should
be. After the convention, we drove to St. Louis (ate at Planet Hollywood)
and stayed overnight. This allowed us a chance to go up the Arch on
Sunday morning. April is Math Awareness Month and every day lists of
several interesting facts about that day's number were placed all over the
Wallace Building. For example,27 is the first odd cube greater than 1 and
all positive integers are the sum of at most 27 primes. The number facts
were also available on the department web site.

KY Beta Chapter President—Eric Ritchie
Cumberland College 39 actives

On February23,2001, the Kentucky Betachapter held an initiationand
a joint banquetwith Sigma Pi Sigma, physicshonor society at the Atrium.
KappaMu Epsilon inducted ten newstudentmembersand two new faculty
membersat the banquet,presided overby outgoing president,Eric Ritchie.
As an additional feature, seniorawardsweregivenby the department at the
banquet.

Jointly with the Mathematics and Physics Club, the Kentucky Beta
Chapter hosted Dr. Carroll Wells from David Lipscomb University on
April 19. He spoke on "Magic or Mathematics", focusing on the math
ematics behind the tricks of David Copperfield and other magicians. On
April 20, members also assisted in hosting a regional high school math
contest, held annually at Cumberland College. As part of the contest ac
tivities,severalchaptermembers gavea multi-media presentation"Newton
and Leibniz in Conflict." On April 24, the entire department, including the
Math and Physics Club, Sigma Pi Sigma, and the Kentucky Beta Chapter,
held the annual spring picnic at Briar Creek Park.

LA Delta Chapter President—Maggie Durbin
University of Louisiana atMonroe 26 actives

Other spring2001 officers: Telitha Doke, Vice President; Sam Kwok,
Secretary; April Jeffcoat, Treasurer; Maribeth Olberding, Corresponding
Secretary

MD Alpha Chapter President—LaVida Cooper
Collegeof Notre Dame of Maryland 9 actives, 6 associates

On May 6,2001 the annual Induction of Permanentmembers was held.
At this time 4 students became permanent members and 2 students were
admitted to temporary membership. Following the induction ceremony Dr.
James H. Stith, Director of Physics Programs for the American Institute of
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Physics, spoke on "Living in a Technological Age". After his presentation
the members were treated to a picnic held in the Gazebo located on the
college campus.

MD Beta Chapter President—Paul Ostazeski
Western Maryland College 27 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Amy Bittinger, Vice President; Teresa Needer
Secretary; Susan Miller, Treasurer; Linda Eshleman, Corresponding Sec
retary

MD Delta Chapter President—Erin Resh
Frostburg State University 40 actives

Maryland Delta Chapter held its induction in March - on the second
try, thefirst having been snowed out. Inductees were: Christopher Bender,
Jonathan Brunelle, Sinead Browning, Kesha Frisby, Jennifer Gell, Bren-
don LaBuz, Andrew Limbaugh, BrianMcKinley, Sherri Raley, John Sim
mons and Kandi Wertz. Prof. Kathleen Elder entertained the inductees and

guests with a presentation on the Irish educational system and her activi
ties. The chaptercontinued its walk-in tutoring service, held a successful
fund raiser by sellingcouponsfrom a regional conveniencestore chain, set
up a Pi Day booth in the Student Center on Mar. 14, and closed out the
semester with a picnic heldjointly with the Physics Club.

MI Epsilon (Section A) Chapter President—Drew Spooner
Kettering University 74 actives, 30 associates

During the Winter Term of 2001 the KME Applied Math Noon-Time
Movie took place on the 2nd Thursday. The Movie "The Video Math Fes
tival" was selected from a collection of juried mathematical videos pre
sented at the 1998 International Congress of Mathematicians in Berlin.
The videosare winnersof a world-wide competition, in which the interna
tional jury evaluated their mathematical relevance, technical quality, and
artistic imagination. The mathematical themes include visualizations of
classical mathematical ideas of Archimedes, Eratosthenes, Pythagorean,
and Fibonacci, as well as application of modern numerical methods to real
world simulations. Pizza and pop was served.

The Initiation Ceremony forthenew members of our Michigan Epsilon
Chapterwas on Friday, March 9, at the University Cafeteria. 30 new, top
quality Kettering students become members of the chapter. Our Keynote
Speaker, Prof. Charles MacCluer of Michigan State University, a highly
regarded Applied Mathematician, spoke about "The Industrial Mathemat
ics." It was an intriguing excursion through the examples and areas of
application in his newly published book. There were many family and
faculty members comingtojoin us in honoring our new members.
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MI Epsilon (Section B) Chapter President—Justin McCurdy
Kettering University 128 actives, 32 associates

For the Spring Term of2001 the Second week Math Noon-Time Movie
"Tlie VideoMath Festival"was repeatedly presented,and pizza & pop was
served again.

The Initiation Ceremony for the new members was held on June 1, at
the University Cafeteria, and 32 new, top quality Kettering students be
came members of the Chapter. The Keynote Speaker at this event was Dr.
Ronald Mossier who recently retired from Daimler Chrysler after a long
and productive career there as an Industrial Mathematician. His talk enti
tled "Rating Baseball Relief Pitchers" was extremely artistic, interesting,
and Wasextremely well received.

On June 22 Kettering will graduate its next class offuture leaders. Nine
of those graduates will be honored by receiving the President's Medal. Of
those nine students, precisely six of them are members of our Chapter of
Kappa Mu Epsilon. I am confident that our new initiates will carry on this
tradition of excellence.

Yet another initiate came to Kettering: The newly hired Prof. Ruben
Hayrapetyan and Prof. Joe Salacuse enthusiastically started the Kettering
Mathematics Olympiad series for 9-12 Grade high school students. Tlie
first year competition was held on Saturday, April 28. This is a great way
to advertise the Mathematics Program at Kettering. The University Presi
dency promised to provide some "prize money" for tlie top competitors on
a regular basis every year.

MS Alpha Chapter President—Chris Sansing
Mississippi University for Women IS actives, 3 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Mindy Hill, Vice President; Jennifer Kim
ble, Secretary; Kent Smith, Treasurer; Shaochen Yang, Corresponding
Secretary

MS Delta Chapter President—KateReynolds
William Carey College 3 actives, 1 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Holly Norwood, Vice President; Apryle
Larson Secretary; Justin Patterson, Treasurer; Dr. McShea, Corresponding
Secretary

MS Epsilon Chapter President—Ashley Burleson
Delta State University 17 actives

Mississippi Epsilon held an initiation ceremony on Sunday, February
25, 2001. The new members were initiated. The three new members are
Joe Anderson, Amy Pearson, and Jared Yates.
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MO Alpha Chapter President—Sheri Puestow
Southwest Missouri State University 44 actives

During the Spring 2001 Semester the Missouri Alpha Chapter ofKME
held monthly meetings. Featured speakers at the meetings included four
student presentations and a presentation by a University of Missouri-Rolla
faculty member. Six students and the faculty sponsor attended the National
Convention in Topeka, Ks at which two Missouri Alpha members pre
sented papers. The chapter co-hosted the annual Mathematics-Computer
Science banquet at which Sheri Puestow was a recognized recipient of the
KME Merit Award.

MO Beta Chapter President—Beth Hilbish
Central Missouri State University 25 actives, 6 associates

At tlie February meeting, Dr. McLaughlin talked about cryptography.
At the March meeting Dr. McKeegavea talk titled, "The Witch ofAgnesi,
Spirographsand Crazy Curves." At the April meeting Deanna Houts from
Piatt County High School talked about the mathematics of roller coasters.
Jachin Misko and Becky Pollard received the Claude H. Brown Mathemat
ics Achievement Award for Seniors. Several of our members volunteered

at Math Relays and for the Math Clinic. We also held a book sale to raise
money. Three students and two faculty attended the national convention in
Topeka, KS.

MO Epsilon Chapter President—Sarah Moulder
Central Methodist College 7 actives, 5 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Amy Ketchum, Vice President; Beth Kurtz,
Secretary; Beth Kurtz, Treasurer; William Mcintosh, Corresponding Sec
retary

MO Iota Chapter President—Dondi Mitchell, Ted Walker
Missouri Southern State College 16 actives, 8 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Luke Krudwig, Vice President; Heather
Vannaman Secretary; Jeremy Goins, Treasurer; Chip Curtis, Correspond
ing Secretary

MO Lambda Chapter President—Yevgeniy Kondratenko
Missouri Western State College 20 actives, 17 associates

Kappa Mu Epsilon activities for the 2000-2001 academic year have
been minimal due to the lack of student participants. Many of our stu
dents transferred to other institutions or graduated last year. However, on
March 25, 2001, we initiated 13 students and 4 faculty into our organi
zation. Many of them knew nothing about Kappa Mu Epsilon until they
were invited to join. With this new group of initiates, we have the oppor
tunity to makeour organization strongerand increaseawareness of Kappa
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Mu Epsilon and mathematics on our campus. We have a large number of
interestedand great students in our chapter, and we hope that we can use
their enthusiasm to make the organization more active.

MO Mu Chapter President—James Hammond
Harris-Stowe State College 15 actives, 6 associates

Our KME chapter sponsored a series of weekly meetings, called Math
Thursdays, which involved a variety of math related activities. These
included graphing calculator workshops, presentations by the math his
tory class, presentations by in-service teachers on classroom math activ
ities for middle school and high school students, review sessions for the
PRAXIS (licensure exam for teachers), and opportunities to interact with
math faculty and students at Harris-Stowe State College. Some of our
KME members attended the Second Annual Missouri Pre-Service Mathe
matics Teacher Conference where they attended workshops presented by
Missouri mathematics teachers and had the chance to network with other
Missouri pre-servicc mathematics teachers.

MO Theta Chapter President—Joey Bohanon
Evangel University 8 actives

MO Theta held monthly meetings and a social at the home ofDon Tosh.
New officers were elected in January. Don Tosh and six student members
attended the national convention in Topeka. Joey Bohanon presented a
paper on "Quadratic Varieties" at the convention. Don Tosh, the corre
sponding secretary, was elected to the office of President-Elect. He had
been the national historian for the past four years.

MO Zeta Chapter President—Ryan Hatfield
University of Missouri-Rolla 5 actives, 5 associates

Projects included a "Bridging the Gap" activity for Girl Scouts and
completion of a chapter banner. Also, at one of our meetings we were
pleased to have former astronaut Col. Tom Akers give a talk and slide
show. He discussedhis work on the space shuttle and the ways that math
ematics is used in astronautics.

NE Alpha Chapter President—Brandi Oligmueller
Wayne State College 24 actives, 12 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: TalinaMartin, VicePresident; Jeffery Rest
ing, Secretary; Brain Pribnow, Treasurer; John Fuelbertli, Corresponding
Secretary
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NE Beta Chapter President—Scott Barber
Universityof Nebraska at Kearney 7 actives, 5 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Jeny Rutar, Vice President; Lisa Becken-
hauer, Secretary; Tom Mezger, Treasurer

NE Delta Chapter President—Michael Vech
Nebraska Wesleyan University 19 actives, 4 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Sarah Barnes, Vice President; Brain Dan
forth, Secretary; Brian Danforth,Treasurer; Kristin Pfabe, Corresponding
Secretary

NH Alpha Chapter President—CraigSheil
Kccnc State College 10 actives, 14 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Peter Perrinez, Vice President; Sarah Nor-
dle, Secretary; David Caplette, Treasurer; Vincent Ferlini, Corresponding
Secretary

NM Alpha Chapter President—TonyMalerich
Universityof New Mexico 130 actives, 20 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: William Tierney, Vice President; Paloma
Wells, Secretary; Paloma Wells, Treasurer; Pedro Embid, Corresponding
Secretary

NY Alpha Chapter President—Karilyn Machen
HofstraUniversity 18 actives, 8 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: David Raikowski, Vice President; Richard
Koenig, Secretary; Tiffany Baron, Treasurer; Aileen Michaels, Correspond
ing Secretary

NY Eta Chapter President—Ryanne Fullerton
NiagraUniversity 20 actives, 15associates

Chapter meetings were open to all interested students, not just KME
members. Most of the meetings were held in the new mathematics tu
toring room. Students used various materials to decorate this area, in
cluding mathematical posters, hanging polyhedra, etc. Several students
volunteered their time in serving as tutors in area schools.

NY Kappa Chapter President—Janine Pryor
Pace University 12 actives, 5 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Geraldine Taiani, Corresponding Secretary

NY Lambda Chapter President—Stephanie Calzetta
C.W.Post Campusof Long Island University 25 actives

Eight students were initiatedinto the New YorkLambda Chapter by the
chapter officers during our annual banquet at tlie Greenvale Town House
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restaurant on the evening of April 25th, bringing the Chapter membership
to 213. After dinner, Thomas M. Drescher spoke on "Mobius Transforma
tions: Automorphismsof the Extended Complex Plane." Mr. Drescher is
completing his M.S. in Applied Mathematics at C.W. Post this semester,
and is New York Lambda member number 186. The evening concluded
with the announcement of the 2000-2001 department awards: the Claire F.
Adler Award to Elizabeth M. Keating, the Lena Sharney Memorial Award
to Renee T. des Etages, the Joseph Panzeca Memorial Award to Stephanie
A. Calzetta, and the Hubert B. Huntley Memorial Award to Andrea M.
Lorusso.

NY Mu Chapter President
St Thomas Aquinas College 80 actives, 5 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Joseph A. Keane, Corresponding Secretary

NY Nu Chapter President—Catherine Paolucci
Hartwick College 12actives, 8 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Adam Parsells, Vice President; Jaclyn Raffo,
Secretary; Barrett Snedaker, Treasurer; Ron Brzenk, Corresponding Sec
retary

NC Gamma Chapter President—Sharon Blatt
Elon University 25 actives, 16 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Kathleen Iwancio, Vice President; Judyth
Richardson, Secretary; Katie Park, Treasurer; James Beuerle, Correspond
ing Secretary

OH Eta ChapterPresident—Laura DiMarco
Ohio Northern University 33 actives, 18 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Stacey Stillion, Vice President; Starli Klo-
betanz, Secretary; Sarah Miller, Treasurer; Donald Hunt, Corresponding
Secretary

OH Gamma Chapter President—Jeff Smith
Baldwin-Wallace College 11 actives, 23 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Corina Moise, Vice President; Marianne
Fedor, Secretary; Jason Popovic, Treasurer; David Calvis, Corresponding
Secretary

OK Alpha Chapter President—Aaron Lee
NortheasternState University 41 actives, 2 associates

The spring initiation of 7 new members was held at the Grand China
Restaurant in Tahlequah. Our chapter was deeply saddened at the sudden
loss of Dr. Daniel Hansen in March. He had been a member of the NSU

Mathematics Department for29 years and a member of Kappa Mu Epsilon
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since 1973. The chapter made a contribution of$100 to a scholarship fund
in his memory. Tera McGrew was our spring speaker. She is a teacher at
the Oklahoma School for the Blind and spoke on "Braille & Nemeth Code
and Adaptation for Students with Visual Impairment." Now the fourth
year in a row, our chapter designed and sold 48 KME/NSU T-shirts. The
logo this year was a geometric design entitled "Mathematics-A World of
Creativity." Tlie annual pre-finals ice cream social was held on the grassy
knoll outside the Science Building.

PA Delta Chapter President—Susan Careo
Marywood University 3 actives

Other spring 2001 officers: Susan Kulikowski, Secretary; Susan Ku-
likowski, Treasurer; S. Rohers, Ann Von Ahnen Corresponding Secretary

PA Iota Chapter President—Chad Berry
Shippensburg University 11 actives, 2 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Brian Keller, Vice President; Nicole La-
greca, Secretary; Brandon McCauslin, Treasurer; Cheryl Olsen, Corre
sponding Secretary

PA Mu Chapter President—Geri Cooper
Saint Francis 30 actives, 12 associates

Saint Francis College became Saint Francis University on January 1,
2001. The first induction ceremonies at a University were held on Thurs
day, February 22, 2001 for 12 new members. Dinner followed the cer
emony. KME members helped at a Math Day on March 9, 2001 where
60 local high school students attended to hear faculty presentations and
play Who Wants to Look Like a Millionaire (in a Math Tee Shirt)? KME
membersalso helped pick trach on a two-mileofadopted state highway on
Thursday, May 3. Two students, Katie Shaffer and Liz Konopka, joined
Dr. Skoner in attending the national convention at Washburn University.

PA Omicron Chapter President—Trisha Aurndt
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown 18 actives, 13 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Heather Pritt, Vice President; Josie O'Roark,
Secretary; Jeffery Miller,Treasurer; Nina Girard,Corresponding Secretary

PA Pi Chapter President—Crystal Hogue
Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania 6 actives, 5 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Carrie Brickbichler, Vice President; David
Czapor,Secretary;Carrie Bisher, Treasurer; Elise Grabner, Corresponding
Secretary
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SC Delta Chapter President—Brandon Martin
Erskine College 7 actives, 2 associates

KME met with the math club three times during the spring semester.
We worked math puzzles, learned a little about the history ofa few games,
and practiced ourskills onquickie math problems. Ofcourse, food wasan
integral part of our meetings. At our last meeting the students presented
Susan Patterson, retiring faculty advisor, with a plaque commending her
involvement in KME overtheyears. Plans weremadefor fall activities.

SC Gamma Chapter President—Anna Ulrey
Winthrop University 7 actives, 11 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Laura Taylor, Vice President; Angel Rush-
ton, Secretary; Mathew Foth, Treasurer; Frank Pullano, Corresponding
Secretary

TN Beta Chapter President—Susan Hosier
East Tennessee State University 16actives, 8 associates

A social and meeting was held at the China Buffet in February. In
March, Vice President Jason Lewis, accompanied by KME sponsor Dr.
Kerley and math students Michael Poison and Clayton Clark attended
the MAA meeting in Montgomery, Alabama. On April 19, the follow
ing eight members were initiated into KME at the Math Honors Banquet:
David Atkins, Akiko Marsh, Morgan Montagnari, Denise Plante, Shane
Ratledge, Amanda Rodefer, Lalita Roy, and Katherine Williams. Dr. Gary
Henson, ETSU Physics Department, presented an interesting talk on tlie
"Temperature of a Star" at tlie banquet. The spring 2001 KME officers
arePresident: Susan Hosier, Vice President: Jason Lewis, Secretary: Scott
LaVoie, Treasurer: Jamie Howard. KME members Lalita Roy and Kater-
ine Williams have been awarded mathematics scholarships for 2001- 2002.

TN Delta Chapter President—Kryshelle Smith
Carson-Newman College 20actives, 6 associates

Dr. Catherine Kong with two KME members, Nicholas D. Stepp and
W. Luke Robinson conducted a studyof the Morristown-Hamblen Emer
gency Medical Service, Tennessee, inSpring 2000. Theproject wasrecog
nized asa Meritorious MathServe 2000 project last summer. The report of
the project was published in the UMAP winter 2000 issue.

TN Epsilon Chapter President—Belinda Thompson
Bethel College 4 actives, 1associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Russell Holder, Corresponding Secretary
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TN Gamma Chapter President—Andy Nichols
Union University 16 actives, 4 associates

Tlie first KME meeting of the spring semester was held March 21.
Dr. Bryan Dawson spoke on the topic of Fair Division. Students Andy
Nichols, Breanne Oldham, and Nicki McDowell, along with Dr. Dawson,
attended the national convention in Topeka. Andy Nichols' talk, "In De
fense of Euclid," was awarded one of the "top four" prizes at the conven
tion. Theannual initiation banquetwasheldApril 19at BarnhilPsCountry
Buffet; former chapter president Lori Davis Evans spoke of her experi
ences during her first two years as a high school teacher. A semester's end
cookout was held May 10 at the home of Dr. Jan Wilms. Several honors
were announced at the cookout, including the recipients of the first annual
Dr. Joe Tucker Scholarship (Patricia Rush) and the second annual Wolfram
Award (Nikki Vassar).

TX Alpha Chapter President—Jenifer Blasingame
Texas Tech University 32 actives, 14 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Paul Brock, Vice President; April Glenn,
Secretary; Matt Grisham, Treasurer; Dr. Victor Shubov, Corresponding
Secretary

TX Eta Chapter President—Crystal Cookey
Hardin-Simmons University 9 actives, 11 associates

The26th annual induction ceremonyfor the TexasEta Chapter at Hardin-
Simmons University in Abilene, Texas, was held March 22, 2001. There
were eleven new members: Emily Barrow, Melissa Easley, Kurt Evans,
Amber Holloway, WenKuo, Shannon McLaughlin, Andy Nelson, Michael
Piland, Stephanie Stephenson, Kane Swetnam,and Andrea Wooley. With
the inductionof these members, membership in the local chapter stands at
213. Leading the induction ceremonies were President Crystal Cooksey,
Vice-President Brooke Motheral, and Secretary-Treasurer Katie Smith.
Following tlie induction ceremony, membership shingles and pins were
presented to the 2000 inductees. New officers and club pictures were
taken. KME then adjourned, and the members, inductees, and chapter
sponsors enjoyed pizza and cold drinks.

Crystal Cooksey was reelected President and Brooke Motheral was re
elected Vice-President for the 2001-2002 year. In addition Amber Hol
loway was elected secretary-treasurer for the 2001-2002 year. Dr. Ed
Hewett, Dr. James Ochoa, and Dr. Andrew Potter are chapter sponsors.
Frances Renfroe is the correspondingsecretary of the chapter.
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TX Iota Chapter President—Benjamin Martin
McMurry 35 actives, 11 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Doug McEwen, Vice President; Alex Reyes,
Secretary; Geoffrey Whitley, Treasurer;

TX Mu Chapter President—Leigh Owens
Schreiner University •5 actives

Other spring 2001 officers: Geneva Conner, Vice President; Jeremy
Gutierrez, Secretary; Jeremy Gutierrez, Treasurer; William Silva, Corre
sponding Secretary

VA Gamma Chapter President—Derek Culp
Liberty University 25 actives, 11 associates

Other spring 2001 officers: Christine Gagnon, Vice President; Court
ney Eshbaugh, Secretary; Jennifer Shea, Treasurer; Dr. Glyn Wooldridge,
Corresponding Secretary

WV Alpha Chapter President—Adam Fletcher
Bethany College 35 actives, 21 associates

OnMarch 21,2001, the chapter initiated 21 new members. This was in
preparation for the Spring Honor's Day Convocation at Bethany College.

OnMarch 31,2001, honorary officers organized three teams ofstudents
to compete in the East Central College Consortium Mathematics Compe
tition held at Marietta College. In Spring, 2002, the chapter will host the
competition along with members from the Bethany College Mathematics
and ComputerScienceClub.

The elections of new officers for the 2001-2002 academic year were
held in May, 2001. The election was conducted by online balloting.

We've Moved!

The national Kappa Mu Epsilon homepage has moved. Itisnow housed
at Eastern Kentucky University. The new URL is www. kme. eku. edu

Our thanks goto the folks at Eastern Kentucky University for hosting
our website and Kirk Jones - the new webmaster. Also we want to thank
Richard Lamb, Arnie Hammel and Carey Hammel for all the work they
put into creating and maintaining ourwebsite up to now.
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Report of the 33rrf National Biennial Convention

The Thirty-Third National Biennial Convention of the Kappa Mu Ep
silon, Mathematics Honor Society,was hosted by the Kansas Delta Chap
ter at Washburn University, April 5-7, 2001, in Topeka, Kansas. Topeka
was founded in 1854 and developed rapidly as the Kansas Territory be
came a state in 1861. Soon thereafter, a Congregational College was
started in 1865. Since proprietieswere strictly enforced during those early
days, one story tells of a rule forbidding students of theopposite sexfrom
walking togetherwithouta chaperone. Theonlyexception allowed men to
escort women home from evening visits to the library. On nice evenings
dozens of couples could be seen taking several laps around the library
before finding their way home. Thus, the path completely encircled the
library, and eventually it became sowell worn that it needed to be paved.
Though geometry doesn't change much, people do. Topeka has grown
sincethose earlydays, andthisCongregational College eventually became
a dynamic metropolitan institution, called Washburn University in honor
of Ichabod Washburn — certainly an appropriate location for the Thirty-
ThirdNational Biennial Convention of the Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathemat
ics Honor Society.

We were welcomed by Jerry Farley, the President of Washburn Uni
versity, assoon as Patrick Costello, our National President, called the first
general session to order. Dr. Farley observed that many organizations,
such as the Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics Honor Society, were spe
cially welcome, since they helped students to get involved by promoting
cooperation and teamwork — also to develop and share ideas bycommu
nicating formally and informally. He hoped that we would have a good
convention, and we did. Robert Bailey, our President Elect, provided the
response, and then Mark Smith, the President of the Kansas Delta Chap
ter, greeted us on behalf of the students. The roll call was conducted by
Waldemar Weber, the National Secretary, and Rhonda McKee, the Secre
tary Designate. Since Waldemar retired from teaching, theNational Coun
cil appointed Rhonda to complete the remainder of the unexpired term,
effective January 1, 2001. Rhonda was formally installed as theNational
Secretary during the closing session of this convention on April 7, 2001.

Twenty chapters from ten states were recognized and participated in
this convention. They were Colorado Delta from Mesa State University,
Iowa Alpha from the University of Northern Iowa, Iowa Gamma from
Moniingside College, Kansas Alpha from Pittsburg State University, Kansas
Beta from Emporia State University, Kansas Gamma from Benedictine
College, Kansas Delta from Washburn University, Kansas Epsilon from
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Fort Hays State University, Kentucky Alpha from Eastern Kentucky Uni
versity, Missouri Alpha from Southwest Missouri State University, Mis
souri Beta from Central Missouri State University, Missouri Tlieta from
Evangel University, Missouri Iota from Missouri Southern State College,
Missouri Kappa from Drury University, New York Eta from Niagara Uni
versity, Ohio Alpha from Bowling Green State University, Oklahoma Gamma
from Southwestern Oklahoma State University, Oklahoma Delta from Oral
Roberts University, Pennsylvania Mu from Saint Francis University, and
Tennessee Gamma from Union University.
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Seventeen students (pictured above) from ten ofthese chapters pre
sented fifteen papers later in the program. Casio <www.casio.com/calculators:
provided aGraphing Calculator, Model FX2.0, for each one of these pre
senters, and the authors were invited to submit their papers for publication
in The Pentagon, which is our official journal. Listed in order ofpresenta
tion, they were:

"Math Magic"
Jack D. McCush, Missouri Alpha

Southwest Missouri State University

"An Analysis ofHeinlein 's Fourth Dimensional Crooked House"
Michael Victorine, Missouri Kappa

Drury University

"Under Construction, Foci ofConic Sections"
Leah McBride, Kansas Beta
Emporia StateUniversity
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"FindingOptimal Piano Fingerings"
Curtis M. Sander, Kansas Gamma

Benedictine College

"Symmetry to Infinity"
Jennifer Bower, Kansas Alpha

Pittsburg State University
"Division ofa Number byMultiple Divisors and the Underlying

Geometry^''
Blake Boldon, Missouri Alpha

Southwest Missouri State University

"At PointofExplosion"
Michelle Wilson, Apamna Tripathy, and Molly Van Gorp, Oklahoma

Delta

Oral Roberts University

"Peck, Peck, Peck"
Mark Allen Smith, Kansas Delta

Washburn University

"GeneralizedPascal Triangles ofFiniteGroups with Two Generators"
Tim Pierce, Kansas Alpha
Pittsburg State University

"InDefense ofEuclid"
Andy Nichols, Tennessee Gamma

Union University

"Quadratic Varieties"
Joseph Bohanon,Missouri Theta

Evangel University

"Investigation into Buffon 'sNeedle"
Brad Rolling, IowaAlpha

University ofNorthern Iowa

"A StatisticalAnalysis ofDisease Rates in the Counties ofMissouri"
Heather Vannaman, Missouri Iota
Missouri Southern State College

"Transformations ofthe UnitCircle"
Dondi Mitchell, Missouri lota

Missouri Southern State College

"On Iterative Maps"
Ted Walker, Missouri Iota

Missouri Southern State College
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These papers were judged on the relative merits of their presentation
as well as content, and the top four received additional awards of$100.00
from the National Council and $25.00 from Brooks/Cole Publishing
<www.brookscole.com>. Listed in order of presentation, the top four
papers were (a) Mark Allen Smith from the Kansas Delta Chapter at Wash
burn University, (b) Andy Nichols from the Tennessee Gamma Chapter at
Union University, (c) Heather Vannaman from the Missouri Iota Chapter
at Missouri Southern State College, and (d) Ted Walker from the Missouri
Iota Chapter at Missouri Southern State College.

Top Four Paper Presenters. From left to right: Heather Vannaman, Andy
Nichols, Ted Walker, and Mark Smith

The Paper Selection Committee consisted of Peter Chen of the Texas
Kappa Chapter at the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor, Thomas Sharp
of the GeorgiaAlpha Chapterat the State University of WestGeorgia, and
Connie Schrock of the Kansas Beta Chapter at Emporia State University.
Meanwhile, Chenglie Hu ofthe Kansas Epsilon Chapter at Fort Hays State
University on the Awards Committee was assisted by Kimberly Schneider
of the Colorado DeltaChapter at Mesa State University, Gery Eastof the
Oklahoma Gamma Chapter at Southwestern Oklahoma State University,
Virginia Phillips of the Kentucky AlphaChapterat Eastern Kentucky Uni
versity, and Trisha Whiteof the Missouri Beta Chapter at Central Missouri
State University.

Ronald Wasserstein, who is a Professor in the Department of Mathe
matics and Statistics as well as the Vice President for Academic Affairs at
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Washburn University, presented the keynoteaddress on "Lotto Luck: What
Lotteries (andForrest Gump) Teach UsaboutProbability andAboutOur
selves" during the banquet on April 6, 2001. He convinced all of us that
state lotteries represent a voluntary tax, since a typical commission only
returns a portion of each dollar to the players. Indeed, with the aid of a
computerized simulation, we played the lottery about two thousand times
to compare our earnings and the two of us with the greatest and least suc
cess received a graphing calculator, Model TI-89, from Texas Instruments
<education.ti.com>, since the same amount of skill was exercised in ei
ther case. Thus, we enjoyed food for the mind as well as the body. Two
people then were recognized for distinguished service, as follows.

Citation for Jo Ann Fellin, OSB
The George R. Mach Distinguished Service Award, April 6,2001

Most of us know Jo Ann Fellin for her highly effective service
to tlie Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics Honor Society, as National
Treasurer from 1987-1995 and National Historian from 1975-1979.

Serving twelve years as a national officer should alone qualify one
for consideration for the George R. Mach Distinguished Service
Award. However, Jo Ann's impressive contributions reach far be
yond her well-known and significant service as a national officer.

Jo Ann Fellin has been associated with Kappa Mu Epsilon over
a span of almost fifty years. She was initiated into Kappa Mu Ep
silon in 1952 by the Kansas Gamma Chapter at Mount St. Scholas-
tica College. She became president of that chapter and attended her
first national convention in 1955. After receiving a master's and
doctorate degree from the University of Illinois, she returned to her
alma mater (now called Benedictine College) where she remains on
the faculty today. At Kansas Gamma, she served as Correspond
ing Secretary and Faculty Sponsor at least for twenty years, and as
a faculty member, she regularly attended national conventions since
1971 and has directed at least ten student papers presented at these
conventions.

Additionally, Jo Ann with Kansas Gamma hosted three regional
conferences. She has served on several national committees, some
as chair person, and also served as an Installation Officer for three
new chapters. Not directly related to Kappa Mu Epsilon, she re
cently earned the "Distinguished Educator Award" from Benedic
tine College, which is not a surprise to those of us who have known
her through Kappa Mu Epsilon .

In recognition ofJo Ann Fellin's outstanding dedication and ser-
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vice to Kappa Mu Epsilon, we take great pleasure in presenting to
her the George R. Mach Distinguished Service Award.

Citation for Kenneth M. Wilke

The George R. Mach Distinguished Service Award, April 6,2001
During the last twenty-seven years, Kenneth M. Wilke faithfully

served as editor of The Problem Corner for our Society's journal,
The Pentagon. He assumed these duties after the death of Robert L.
Poe in May of 1973. Since then, Ken has served under five distin
guished editors of The Pentagon and has edited The Problem Corner
longer than his six predecessors combined.

What makes this service to the Kappa Mu Epsilon, National
Mathematics Honor Society, so meritorious is that Ken isa lawyer
for the State of Kansas by profession and consequently that it is
unlikely he receives any recognition for his service to us from his
employer. For most of us, the service that we render is also part of
ourprofession, but forKen, it's simply his love formathematics and
his interest in sharingthis love.

In recognition ofKenneth M. Wilke's outstanding dedication and
service to Kappa Mu Epsilon, we take great pleasure in presenting
to him the George R. Mach Distinguished Service Award.

The convention closed with a business session that began byreceiving
reports from the Staffof The Pentagon and the Officers of the National
Council. The reports of the Audit and Resolutions Committees are also
included as part of this convention report so that they may be reviewed
separately.

The NominatingCommittee then submitted the names of Rhonda Mc-
Kee of the Missouri Beta Chapter at Central Missouri State University
and Donald Tosh of the Missouri Theta Chapter at Evangel University
as candidates for the next President Elect as well as the names of Con
nie Schrock of tlie Kansas Beta Chapter at Emporia State University and
Cynthia Woodburn of the Kansas Alpha Chapter at Pittsburg State Uni
versity as candidates for tlie next National Historian. After the convention
thanked all four nominees for their interest in thesociety and its mission,
Donald Tosh was elected as the next President Elect and Connie Schrock
was elected as the next National Historian. According to the rules of suc
cession, Robert Bailey of dieNew York Eta Chapter atNiagara University
was installed asthenext National President, andasexplained earlier inthis
report, Rhonda McKee was also installed as the next National Secretary.

According totheresults of themail ballot thatclosed January 22,2001,
tlie Louisiana Delta Chapter was installed at the University of Louisiana
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at Monroe on February 11, 2001. Thus, the last biennium ended with 130
active chapters. Since then Berry College in Mount Berry completed its
petition for theGeorgia DeltaCharter andSchreiner University inKerrville
completed its petition for the Texas Mu Charter. The National Council
decided to bringthese requests to a floor voteas partof the new business.
It was moved and seconded that both petitions be approved. Though this
motion was split, both petitions were accepted unanimously and a hearty
welcome was extended to Berry College and Schreiner University by the
convention. The installation of the Georgia Delta andTexas Mu Chapters
at these two institutions is expected to occur laterthis spring.

From my retirement, I'd like to close with a personal word ofencour
agement. Indeed, during the last three decades I've enjoyed working with
many people, both students and faculty alike, as the Kappa Mu Epsilon,
National Mathematics Honor Society, grew not only in numbers but more
importantly in itsdedication to thefive-fold mission of promoting mathe
matics in every way.

Waldemar Weber

National Secretary

Report of the National President

The past two years as President have been busy, but exciting. Within
the biennium, there were five new chapters installed. They were North
Carolina Delta at High Point University (installed by Donald Aplin on
March 24, 1999), Pennsylvania Pi at Slippery Rock University (installed
by Peter Skoner on April 19, 1999), Texas Lambda at Trinity University
(installed by Donna Hafner on November 22, 1999), Georgia Gamma at
Piedmont College (installed byJoe Sharp on April 7,2000). The most re
cent addition, installed during this academic year, was Louisiana Delta at
the University ofLouisiana inMonroe (installed by Don Tosh onFebruary
11,2001). That brings the current number ofactive chapters to 130.1 hope
that we can make these new chapters feel welcome and an integral part of
our organization. In addition, two petitions have been received recently.
Because of the timing, we will act on these petitions at this convention in
accordance with provisions in the Constitution. These petitions are from
Berry College in Mount Berry, Georgia, and Schreiner University in Ker
rville, Texas. I have also corresponded with nineteen other colleges and
universities that have indicated interest inestablishing a chapter, including
the University of Michigan at Flint, Salem International, the University of
Wisconsin at La Crosse, the University of Texas at San Antonio, Bowie
State University, the University of Idaho, and South Florida. Several of
these have petitions. If you have friends andcolleagues at schools thatdo
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not have a chapter of the Kappa MuEpsilon, National Mathematics Honor
Society, but are interested, please have them contact President-Elect Bob
Bailey.

The National Council continues to support tlie regional structure. Please
refer to the report of Bob Bailey for a discussion of our regional confer
ences. With much gratitude, we recognize the work and efforts of our Re
gional Directors, who have served our Society well and deserve the thanks
ofeach ofus. I wouldespecially liketo thankall of the following,who will
be leaving their positions: Carol Harrison, Gayle Kent, Rhonda McKee,
and Donna Hafner. Carol Harrison has been the New England Director
and her term expires with this convention. Carol has been diligently look
ing after the Society's interests in her region since 1993. Gayle Kent has
been the Southeastern Regional Director, but is planning on retiring soon.
Gayle has been diligently looking after the Society's interests in her region
since 1997. Rhonda McKee has been tlie North Central Regional Direc
tor and recently moved into a position on the National Council. Rhonda
has been diligently looking after the Society's interests in her region since
1999. Donna Hafner has been the South Central Regional Director, but is
also planning on retiring soon. Donna has been diligently looking after the
Society's interests in her region since 1997. Each one of these Regional
directors deserves our thanks for a job well done. I hope that we can find
new people to fill their shoes, who are as dedicated.

A special thanks is extended to each of the faculty members who serve
as the Corresponding Secretaries and FacultySponsorsofour active chap
ters. I know many of you played an important role in assisting your stu
dents in the preparation of the excellent papers we have on the convention
program this year. Furthermore, we all express our gratitude to each of
the students who did the research, writing, editing, and practicing for the
presentationswe will hear. Without thesestudentcontributions, the princi
ple purpose of the convention would not exist. Since we are also indebted
to all the individualswho did the work in preparation for this convention,
we are anticipating a great time together. The faculty and students alike,
who agreed to serve on convention committees, deserveour thanks as well.
Withoutexception, everyonewho was asked to serve on a committee will
ingly agreed to do so. To all ofyou at Kansas Delta and to every committee
member, please accept my most sincere thanks for making the privilege of
being your President much easier.

During the past biennium, I represented the Kappa Mu Epsilon, Na
tional Mathematics Honor Society, at one meeting of the Association of
College Honor Societies. It has been very helpful to meet with officers
of the other honor societies that are members of this Association for the
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purpose of exchanging ideas and acquiring suggestions as to how we can
possibly improve on the programs that we currently have in place. Last
spring, the Association celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary, and each
member society was asked to recognize five individuals for outstanding
service. Thus, special certificates for distinguished service were presented
to Arnold D. Hammel, Harold D. Larsen, George R. Mach, Harold L.
Thomas, and Emily K. Wyant, all of whom helped our Society to obtain
national recognition in significant and pioneering ways. I also submitted
two annual reports to the Association, giving specific details regarding the
activities ofour Society during the last two academic years.

I also want to recognize the fantastic job that is being done by those
who work with, manage, write for, and produce our official journal, The
Pentagon. We are most appreciative of the editorial leadership of Steve
Nimmo and the sound business management of Larry Scott. Please feel
free to give them any suggestions that you may have for the continued
excellence of our journal, which continues to receive national recognition
for its emphasis on student contributions. For example, as a new feature,
The Pentagon will begin listing the names of recent initiates to emphasize
that their membership creates a permanent record. Indeed, their names
should appear in the first issue that they receive from their complimentary
two-year subscription.

Finally, I want to recognize and applaud the outstanding and sometime
gargantuan efforts put forth by the other members of the National Council
in their respective areas of responsibility. Our national Treasurer, Al Riv-
eland, continued to supply detailed financial reports so that even someone
like me could easily see where we are and where trends are going. Our
National Secretary, Waldemar Weber, worked diligently to keep records
current and professional looking,and as SecretaryDesignate, Rhonda Mc
Kee has admirably taken over those responsibilities. Our National His
torian, Don Tosh, has taken on the task of producing certificates in order
to reduce expenses and allow us to keep low registration fees. With the
bankruptcy of our national jewelers, the timing of his initiative was quite
fortuitous. Meanwhile, our President Elect, Bob Bailey, handled the pub
licity, collection, selection, and scheduling of papers at this convention as
well as the scheduling and publicity ofregional conferences last year. I can
honestlysay that I have thoroughlyenjoyedthe privilegeofserving as your
National president the last four years. Best wishes to everyone involved,
as you continue to support the mission and work for the improvement of
the Society.

Patrick Costello

National President
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Report of the President Elect

By working with Regional Directors, the President Elect is responsible
for serving as the coordinator of regional activities. Three regional con
ferences were held last year spring. They were hosted by (a) the Ohio
Zeta Chapter at Muskingum College, March 24-25, 2000, for the Great
Lakes and New England Regions with Peter Skoner of the Pennsylvania
Mu Chapter at Saint Francis University and Carol Harrison ofthe Pennsyl
vania Theta Chapter at Susquehanna University presiding, (b) the Kansas
Gamma Chapter at Benedictine College, April 7-8, 2000, with Rhonda
McKee ofthe NorthCentral Region presiding, and(c) the OklahomaDelta
Chapter at Oral RobertsUniversity, April 24,2000, with Donna Hafnerof
the South Central Region presiding. Programs at these conferences in
cluded student papers, guest speakers, and related social events. Our sin
cerethanks are extended to the hostchapters, theirregional directors, and
all those who participated inthese important activities. We also appreciate
the effortsofthe remaining directors to have conferences in theirregions.

A second duty of the President Elect is to seek nominations for the
George R. Mach Service Award, and consequently, a letter seeking such
nominations was sent to all oftheactive chapters last spring. Five persons
were nominated, twoofwhich willreceive theaward atan appropriate time
during this convention (their citations appear intheconvention report).

Since the President Elect also arranges the presentation of student pa
pers atthe National Convention, I am pleased to report that seventeen un
dergraduate students, representing eleven chapters and five states, submit
ted fifteen papers for this convention. The Paper Selection Committee,
which read all of the manuscripts that were submitted, experienced some
difficulty with their ranking because of the high quality that they found.
Likewise, the Awards Committee will be judging the oral presentations
of these papers on the program, and their results will be combined with
those of the Paper Selection Committee to determine a final ranking. The
top four papers will each receive $100 from the National Council and $25
from Brooks/Cole Publishing. On behalfof the Society, I want to express
oursincere thanks to the members ofthe paper Selection andAwards Com
mittees as well as all the students who prepared and submitted papers. It
is this work thatmakes for a trulysuccessful convention.

As I close my four-year term of President Elect, I would like to ex
press my thanks to present and pastmembersofthe National Council, Re
gional Directors, Corresponding Secretaries and Faculty Sponsors without
whose dedicated assistance our organization could not survive, to active
membersoflocal chapters, and finally to George Mach, who patiently in-
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troduced me to the duties of a national officer when I became the National
Secretary in 1987.

Robert L. Bailey
President Elect

Report of the National Historian

One of the main roles of the National Historian is to solicit and edit
chapter reports. Near the end of each semester a request for chapter news
is sent to each chapter. These reports along with installation reports are
edited and forwarded to the editor of The Pentagon for inclusion in the
Kappa Mu Epsilon News section. I would especially like to thank Steve
Nimmo, the editorof The Pentagon, for the pleasant workingrelationship
we have had. The unedited original reports are placed in tliechapterfolder
and become a permanent record of each chapter's activities. I encourage
each chapter to take advantage of this opportunity to remember their offi
cers and activities.

Beginning this semester, the historian will also have the responsibil
ity of collecting and editing the names of all initiates for inclusion in a
new section of The Pentagon. The first issue of The Pentagon that a new
member receives should have his or her name in it.

Since becoming historian four years ago, I began soliciting andaccept
ing chapter reports using electronic as well as surface mail. I print hard
copies ofall electronic responses for inclusion in the chapter files. Atthe
last national convention, I reported that 60% of the chapters were report
ing electronically. That proportion appears tobeincreasing, and inthe last
year, 80% of the responses were electronic. If a chapter is not receiving a
request electronically, it isprobably because Ido not have a correct address
for the Corresponding Secretary.

In this biennium, eighty-eight chapters reported at least once. On the
average, over fifty-nine reported each semester. To be commended are
thirty chapters which reported all four times. Those schools are (listed
by state): Birmingham-Southern College, Mesa State College, State Uni
versity of West Georgia, Benedictine University, University of Northern
Iowa, Wartburg College, Benedictine College, Washburn University, Fort
Hays State University, Eastern Kentucky University, Cumberland College,
Kettering University, Southwest Missouri State University, William Jewel
College, Evangel University, Missouri Southern State College, Missouri
Western StateCollege, Mississippi University forWomen, DeltastateUni
versity, Wayne Slate College, University ofNew Mexico, Pace University,
C. W. PostCampus of Long Island University, Baldwin-Wallace College,
Northwestern State University, Southwestern Oklahoma State University,
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St. Francis University, University of Pittsburghat Johnstown, Union Uni
versity, and Bethel College. Ifyou are from one ofthese schools, please let
your Corresponding Secretary know that you appreciate his or her efforts.

I would also like to thank the Corresponding Secretaries for their ac
tive participation in maintaining the history and tradition of the KappaMu
Epsilon,Mathematics Honor Society. Wehavetried to find ways, however
small, to show our appreciation to these people who have such a crucial
role in our organization. One semester, we sent KME Mugs to all Corre
sponding Secretaries, who sent in that semester's news. We also brought
mugs to this conventionto distribute to all Corresponding Secretaries,who
are present. We want you to know that you are appreciated. I have enjoyed
tremendously the time I have spent as historian. I appreciate the many
times several of you havejust added a note of appreciation or greeting to
the bottom ofa chapter report. Youhave been wonderful to work with, and
I have become convincedthat KME's strength lies in its people. I wish my
successor as much enjoyment as I have had during these past four years.

Don Tosh

National Historian

Report of the National Secretary

The Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics Honor Society, initiated 2,090
new members in 108 chapters during the biennium that ended March 15,
2001. That brings the cumulative total to 59,030 members in activechap
ters with another6,159 members in 28 inactive chapters for a grand total
of 65,189 members sincethe founding on April 18, 1931.

As National Secretary, I receive all initiation reports from the chapters,
make a record of them, update mailing list information for Corresponding
Secretaries, and forward copiesof the reports to otherofficers. In addition,
I receive orders for key pins and replacementcertificates.

I assumed the responsibilities of national Secretary in January of this
year after the retirement of the previous secretary, Waldemar Weber. The
transition has not been without challenges, but taking into consideration
the fact that I was in Warrensburg, Missouri, Professor Weber was in Col
orado Springs, Colorado, and the past records were in Bowling Green,
Ohio, things proceeded relatively smoothly. I am especially grateful to
ProfessorWeber, Al Riveland, and the othernational officersfor their help
and encouragement.

Rhonda McKee

Secretary Designate
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Report of the National Treasurer

The Biennium Asset and Cashflow Reports are included in this report
for the biennium that began on April 1, 1999, and ended on March 15,
2001. These reports show assets of $37,924.96 at the end of the bien
nium and an asset reduction of $6,440.57 during the biennium. A well-
established goal of the National Council to maintain as asset base of at
least $30,000.00 has been met.

By way ofcomparison, there was a positive cashflow of $9,771.41 for
the previous biennium, but that included a special gift of about $5,000.00
that was given to the Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics Honor Society, by
the Dorothy Horn Estate. This biennium we initiated 173 fewer members,
and so the income from tlie registration fees dropped significantly. Addi
tionally, increases in convention expenses, membership certificates, offi
cial jewelry, shipping charges, and publication expenses, each contributed
to the biennium loss.

Production of the certificates for all initiates is now being done at Evan
gel University in Springfield, Missouri, thanks to the ambitious initiative
ofDon Tosh and the Missouri Theta chapter. The National Council expects
that this move will result in a helpful decrease in our expenses in the next
biennium. However, we will continue to watch our cashflow, maintaining
an asset base of $30,000.00 if possible. If it appears that we will fall sig
nificantly below that base in future years, an increase in the registration fee
will be considered.

Allan Riveland

National Treasurer

Biennium Asset Report

Total Assets (April 1, 1999) $44,365.53
Current Assets

Mercantile Bank $8,772.62
Educational Credit Union

Savings Account 3,331.42
Certificates ofDeposit 25,820.92

Total Assets, (March 15, 2001) $37,924.96
Biennium Asset reduction 6,440.57
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Biennium Cashflow Report

Receipts
Registration Fees $41,960.00
Installation Fees 93.00

Interest Income 3,221.52
Inventory Income 650.05
Overpayments Received 135.00

Total Biennium Receipts $46,059.57

Expenditures
Association of College Honor Societies $1,330.17
Administrative Expenses 4,768.20
National Convention 10,692.58
Regional Conferences 831.28

Travel Expenses for Council Meetings 1,979.23
Jewelry and Certificates 18,543.76
Installation Expenses 492.66

Inventory Expenses 56.40

Overpayments Returned 135.00

Pentagon Expenses 13,441.47
Miscellaneous Expenses 229.39

Total Biennium Expenses $52,500.14
Biennium Cashflow (6,440.57)

Report ofThe Pentagon Editor

Nineteen papers comprise volumes 59 and 60 of The Pentagon. Of
these, eighteen are student papers and one is a faculty paper. All eighteen
of the student papers were presented at national conventions or regional
conferences of the Kappa Mu Epsilon, National Mathematics Honor So
ciety, and the faculty paper was a banquet address at one of these confer
ences. The Problem Corner, edited by Kenneth M. Wilke, and tlie Kappa
MuEpsilon News, edited by Don Tosh, as well as various reports, which
continue to make up a large portion of this journal, are essential to its suc
cess. The efforts of these associate editors are greatly appreciated. The
Pentagon would not be the quality journal that many look forward to re
ceiving without all of their hard work.

Manuscripts received by The Pentagon other than those presented at our
conventions are still refereed by faculty volunteers. The efforts of twenty-
three such referees were acknowledged in the Spring 2000 issue and sev
eral have already provided additional service since that time. Nearly all
referees teach at institutions, where KME Chapters have been installed.
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These referees have been a great help to the editor. Likewise, Larry Scott,
the Business Manager, continues to keep the delivery of each issue run
ning smoothly. The members of the National Council and the Regional
Directors have also been very helpful with answering questions, preparing
official reports, forwarding papers to the Editor, and dealing with many
additional details. Continue to keep those manuscripts coming!

A special thanks goes to BryanDawson, the preceding Editor, for help
ing me to become familiar with the position and answering all ofmy ques
tions.

Steven Nimmo

Editor

Report of The Pentagon Business Manager

It is a pleasure to make my third report as the Business Manager of
The Pentagon at this 33rd National Biennial Convention of the Kappa Mu
Epsilon, National Mathematics Honor Society. As many already know, it
is my primary responsibility to maintain a current list of subscribers, to
oversee our mailings, and to assist the editor of our officialjournal.

All new members receive a two-year complimentary subscription to
The Pentagon and are encouraged to continue their subscriptions for a
modest fee of $5.00 per year. The library rate is $10.00 per year and
international subscriptions are $7.00 per year. Issues are prepared and
distributed in December and May of each academic year. Our mailing
list includes subscribers in this country, South America, Asia, Africa, and
Europe. Approximately 3,000 subscribers received each issue during the
last biennium, and approximately 500 renewal notices are mailed to sub
scribers each semester.

Complimentary copies of The Pentagon are sent to the library of each
college or university with an active chapter. Anyone contributingan arti
cle for an issue will receive two free copies, and speakers at this national
convention will have their subscriptions extended two years.

Please watch the expiration date for your subscription and renew early,
since there is only one renewal reminder. Postal regulations for bulk mail
ings require that each address be validated at least once per year and that
each address contain either a physical street number or postal box number.
Please check your address and make corrections as necessary, since their
penalties for returning undeliverable issues. Corrections may be made by
sending a note to me at <scottlar@emporia.edu>.

I am appreciative of the support and assistance given by the National
Council. In particular, I would like to thank Steven D. Nimmo, Editor of
The Pentagon, Patrick J. Costello, our National President, A. Allan Rive-
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land, ourNational Treasurer, Waldemar C. Weber, ourNational Secretary,
andRhonda L.McKee, theSecretary Designate. Their cooperation andas
sistance have made things move smoothly. I also gratefully acknowledge
the assistanceof my secretary, Teresa Rios.

Larry Scott
Business Manager

The Pentagon Financial Report

Balance as of April 1,1999 $1,463.63
Total Receipts from Subscriptions 4,272.99
Total Expenditures (5087.42)

Postal Costs & Return Charges $140.60
(8/31/97 to 4/30/99)

Volume 58, Issue 2
Renewal Notices 135.20
Bulk Mailing 646.35
Late Mailing 129.05
Editor Expenses 67.88
Volume 59, Issue 1
Renewal Notices 36.17
Bulk Mailing 744.87
Bulk Rate Permit 100.00
Return Charges 510.25
Volume 59, Issue 2
Renewal Notices 152.95
Bulk Mailing 884.92
Return Charges 48.38
Extra Stamps and Postage 27.41
Volume 60, Issue 1
Renewal Notices 280.28
Bulk Mailing 746.78
Bulk Rate Permit 100.00
Extra Stamps and Postage 24.35
Copyright Registration 210.00
Other Expenses 57.00
Volume 60, Issue 2
Renewal Notices 44.98

Balance as of April 5,2001 $649.20
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Report of the Resolutions Committee

The Resolutions Committee consisted of Bryan Dawson, faculty mem
ber from the Tennessee Gamma Chapter, Gayla Hobbs, student member
from the Missouri AlphaChapter, CarterMcDaniel, studentmemberfrom
the Missouri Theta Chapter, and Jamie Smith, student member from the
Oklahoma Gamma Chapter. TlieCommittee proposed the following reso
lutions.

"Whereas Washburn University and the surrounding community of
Topeka has provided this convention with gracious hospitality, be it
resolved:

1. that this Thirty-third Biennial Convention express its gratitude to the
Kansas Delta Chapter for thethorough arrangements they have planned
and carried out so successfully, and

2. thatthisconvention recognize andthank JerryFarley, President of Wash-
bum University, as well as Donna LaLonde, Ron Wasserstein, Al Riv-
eland and Sarah Cook, together will all the other members of Kansas
Delta,who devotedcountless hours to ensure the success of this meet
ing.

"Whereas the successof any undertaking is directly proportional to the
dedication and ability of its leaders, be it further resolved:

1. that this Thirty-third Biennial National Convention express itsgratitude
to (a) Donna Hafner, Gayle Kent, Rhonda McKee, and Carol Harri
son, outgoing regional directors for their years of faithful service; (b)
outgoing officers Don Tosh, Waldemar Weber, and Robert Bailey, for
tlieir faithful service to the offices of national historian, national sec
retary, and national president-elect, respectively; and especially to (c)
Pat Costello, for his faithful service guiding Kappa Mu Epsilon as its
president.

2. that this Convention acknowledge the participation of tlie students and
faculty who served ontheAuditing, Awards, Local Arrangements, Nom
inating, Paper Selection, Resolutions, and Banquet Committees, which
is so essential for the success of this meeting.

"Finally, whereas the primary purpose of Kappa Mu Epsilon is to
encourage participation in mathematics and tlie development of a deeper
understanding of its beauty, be it further resolved:
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1. that the students who prepared, submitted, and then presented their pa
pers be given special commendation by this Thirty-third Biennial Con
vention for their enthusiasm and dedication,

2. that this convention express thanks to David Thornburg for entertain
ing us with magic Thursday evening and to Ron Wasserstein for his
wonderfully insightful presentation about lotteries at the Friday night
banquet, and

3. that this conventionrecognizethe contributions ofBrooks/Cole/Thomson
Learning Publishers, Casio, Texas Instruments, and the local food ser
vice, to the success of this meeting."

Bryan Dawson
Chair Person

Report of the Audit Committee

The Audit CommitteeconsistedofDonnaHafner,facultymember from
the Colorado Delta Chapter, Thomas Jang, student member from the Mis
souri Alpha Chapter, Jenny McGavock, student member from the Okla
homa Gamma Chapter, and Mike Richardson, student member from the
Missouri Theta Chapter. The National Treasurer, Allan Riveland from
the Kansas Delta Chapter, provided all of the relevant reports and docu
ments for review and attended the initial meeting of the Audit Commit
tee. Since this information was well organized, the review process was
expedited. The committee members compared the Biennium Asset and
Cashflow Reports with the receipts, transactions, and pay orders, as well
as the account statements from the Educational Credit Union and Mer
cantile/Firstar Bank. After verifying the balances of these accounts over
the telephone, they also interviewed the National President and National
Secretary regarding the receipt and disbursement of funds.

The AuditCommittee found that the internal checks,namelythe double
signatures on outflow and double recording of inflow, provide important
safeguards for the National Treasurer. Since time constraints at a national
convention prevent a complete review of therecords, theCouncil maywish
to consider periodically whedier a professional audit is warranted. How
ever, the Committee sees no reason to recommend such an audit at this
time. Besides noting the favorable asset reserves in excess of the $30,000
minimum recommended by the National Council, the Committee finds that
inefficiency andunnecessary costresult from thereceiptof multiple checks
in paymentof registration feesfrom singlechapters. Therefore,each chap
ter is encouraged to remit a singlecheck in paymentof registration fees.

The Audit Committee commends Professor Riveland for his excellent
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management and presentation of the financial records and for his dedi
cation and generous donation of time through six years of service as the
NfationalTreasurer. Likewise, the Committee commends the national Pres
ident, Secretary and Treasurer, for tlie manner in which they communicate
and cooperate to maintain the internal checks that preserve the integrity of
the Office of the Treasurer. The Committee also commends the National

Council for its judicious and conservative oversight. For these reasons,
the Audit Committee recommends the acceptance of the financial records
ind reports for the 1999-2001 Biennium, as preparedand presented by the
National Treasurer, A. Allan Riveland.

Donna Hafner

Chair Person

Subscription Renewals and ChangeofAddress

Your Pentagon subscription expires with the volume and number that
appears in the upper right corner of your address label (see back cover).
Since this issue is volume60 Number2, if the code 60-2 appears on your
label then this is your last issue!

Early renewals save us the cost of mailing out renewal notices. To
renew, please send your check - just $10 for four more issues (domestic in
dividuals only; see page 2 for rates for libraries and foreign subscriptions)
-together with your name and addressand a copy ofyour old address label
to:

The Pentagon Business manager
Division of Mathematics and ComputerScience
Emporia State University
Emporia, KS 66801 USA

Please renew promptly to avoid gaps in yourjournal collection.
If you have a change of address, please don't forget The Pentagonl

Send yourchange of address to the business manager at the aboveaddress.
Failureto do so may cost KME additional postage fees!
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Kappa Mu Epsilon National Officers

Robert Bailey President
Mathematics Department

Niagara University, Niagara, NY 14109
rbl@niagara.edu

Don Tosh President-Elect
Department of Science and Technology

EvangelCollege, 1111 N. Glenstone Avenue, Springfield, MO 65802
toshd@evangel.edu

Rhonda McKee Secretary
Department of Mathematics

Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, MO 64093-5045
mckee@cmsu 1.cmsu.edu

Al Allan Riveland Treasurer
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Washburn University, Topeka, KS 66621

zzrive@acc.wuacc.edu

Connie Schrock Historian
Department of Mathematics

Emporia State University
Emporia, KS 66801-5087
schrockc@emporia.edu

Back Issues

Is your journal collection complete? Copies of most back issues of 77»e
Pentagon are still available for $5.00 percopy. Please send inquiries to:

The Pentagon Business manager
Division of Mathematics and Computer Science
Emporia State University
Emporia, KS 66801 USA
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Active Chapters ofKappa Mu Epsilon
Listedbydateofinstallation

Chapter

OK Alpha
IA Alpha
KS Alpha
MO Alpha
MS Alpha
MS Beta

NE Alpha
KS Beta

NM Alpha
IL Beta

AL Beta

AL Gamma

OH Alpha
Mi Alpha
MO Beta

TX Alpha
TX Beta

KS Gamma

IA Beta

TN Alpha
NY Alpha
Ml Beta

NJ Beta

IL Delta

KS Delta

MO Gamma

TX Gamma

Wl Alpha
011 Gamma

CO Alpha
MO Epsilon
MS Gamma

IN Alpha
PA Alpha
IN Beta

KS Epsilon
PA Beta

VA Alpha
IN Gamma

CA Gamma

TNBeta

PA Gamma

VA Beta

NE Beta

IN Delta

Location Installation Date

Northeastern State University,Tahlequah
University ofNorthern Iowa, Cedar Falls

Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg
Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield

Mississippi University forWomen, Columbus
Mississippi State University, Mississippi State

Wayne State College, Wayne
Emporia State University, Emporia

University ofNew Mexico, Albuquerque
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
University ofNorth Alabama, Florence

University of Montevallo, Montevallo
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green

Albion College, Albion
Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg

Texas Tech University, Lubbock
Southern Methodist University, Dallas

Benedictine College, Atchison
DrakeUniversity, Des Moines

Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville
Mofstra University, Hempstead

Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant
Montclair State University, Upper Montclair

University of St. Francis, Joliet
Washburn University, Topeka

William JewellCollege, Liberty
Texas Woman's University, Denton
Mount MaryCollege, Milwaukee

Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea
Colorado State University, FortCollins

Central Methodist College, Fayette
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg

Manchester College, North Manchester
Westminster College, New Wilmington

Butler University, Indianapolis
FortHays Slate University, Hays

LaSallcUniversity, Philadelphia
Virginia State University, Petersburg

Anderson University, Anderson
California Polytechnic State University, SanLuisObispo

EastTennessee State University, JohnsonCity
WaynesburgCollege, Waynesburg

Radford University, Radford
University ofNebraska—Kearney, Kearney

University of Evansvillc, Evansville

18 April 1931
27 May 1931

30 Jan 1932

20 May 1932
30 May 1932
14 Dec 1932

17 Jan 1933

12 May 1934
28 March 1935

II April 1935
20 May 1935

24 April 1937
24 April 1937
29 May 1937
10 June 1938

10 May 1940
15 May 1940
26 May 1940
27 May 1940

5 June 1941

4 April 1942
25 April 1942
21 April 1944
21 May 1945

29 March 1947
7 May 1947
7 May 1947

11 May 1947
6 June 1947

16 May 1948
18 May 1949
21 May 1949
16 May 1950
17 May 1950
16 May 1952

6 Dec 1952

19 May 1953
29 Jan 1955

5 April 1957
23 May 1958
22May 1959
23 May 1959
12 Nov 1959

II Dec 1959

27 May 196C
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OH Epsilon Marietta College, Marietta 29 Oct 1960
MO Zeta University of Missouri—Rolla, Rolla 19May 1961
NE Gamma Chadron StaleCollege, Chadron 19 May 1962
MD Alpha College of Notre Dame ofMaryland, Baltimore 22 May 1963
IL Epsilon North Park College, Chicago 22 May 1963
OK Beta University of Tulsa, Tulsa 3 May 1964
CA Delta California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 5 Nov 1964
PA Delta MarywoodUniversity, Scranton 8 Nov 1964
PAEpsilon Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, Kutztown 3 April 1965
AL Epsilon Huntingdon College, Montgomery 15April 1965
PA Zeta Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana 6 May 1965
AR Alpha Arkansas State University, State University 21 May 1965
TN Gamma Union University, Jackson 24 May 1965
WI Beta University of Wisconsin—River Falls, RiverFalls 25 May 1965
IA Gamma Morningside College, Sioux City 25 May 1965
MDBeta Western Maryland College, Westminster 30 May 1965
IL Zeta RosaryCollege, River Forest 26 Feb 1967
SC Beta South Carolina State College, Orangeburg 6 May 1967
PA Eta Grove City College, Grove City 13May 1967
NY Eta Niagara University, Niagara University 18 May 1968
MA Alpha Assumption College,Worcester 19 Nov 1968
MO Eta Truman State University, Kirksville 7 Dec 1968
ILEta Western Illinois University, Macomb 9 May 1969
OHZeta Muskingum Col lege, NewConcord 17 May 1969
PA Theta Susquehanna University, Selinsgrove 26 May 1969
PA Iota Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania, Shippensburg 1Nov 1969
MS Delta William Carey College, Hatliesburg 17 Dec 1970
MOTheta Evangel University, Springfield 12Jan 1971
PA Kappa Holy Family College, Philadelphia 23Jan 1971
CO Beta Colorado School ofMines, Golden 4 March 1971
KY Alpha Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond 27 March 1971
TNDelta Carson-Newman College, Jefferson City 15 May 1971
NY Iota Wagner College, Staten Island 19 May 1971
SC Gamma Winthrop University, RockHill 3 Nov 1972
IA Delta Wartburg College, Waverly 6 April 1973
PA Lambda Bloomsburg University ofPennsylvania, Bloomsburg 17 Oct 1973
OK Gamma Southwestern Oklahoma Stale University, Wealherford 1May 1973
NY Kappa Pace University, New York 24 April 1974
TX Eta Hardin-Simmons University, Abilene 3 May 1975
MO Iota Missouri Southern State College, Joplin 8 May 1975
GA Alpha State University of West Georgia, Carrollton 21 May 1975
WV Alpha Bethany College, Bethany 21 May 1975
FL Beta Florida Southern College, Lakeland 31 Oct 1976
WI Gamma University ofWisconsin—Eau Claire, EauClaire 4 Feb 1978
MD Delta Frostburg Slate University, Frostburg 17 Sept 1978
IL Theta Benedictine University, Lisle 18 May 1979
PA Mu St. Francis College, Loretto 14 Sept 1979
AL Zeta Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham 18 Feb 1981
CT Beta Eastern Connecticut State University, Willi mantic 2 May 1981
NY Lambda C.W. Post Campus of Long Island University, Brookvillc 2 May 1983
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MO Kappa DruryCollege, Springfield
CO Gamma Fort Lewis College, Durango
NE Delta Nebraska Wesleyan University, Lincoln
TX lota McMurry University,Abilene
PA Nu UrsinusCollege, Collegeville
VA Gamma LibertyUniversity, Lynchburg
NY Mu St. Thomas AquinasCollege, Sparkill
OH Eta Ohio Northern University, Ada
OK Delta Oral RobertsUniversity, Tulsa
CO Delta Mesa StateCollege, Grand Junction
NC Gamma ElonCollege, ElonCollege
PA Xi CedarCrest College, Allentown
MO Lambda Missouri Western Slate College, St. Joseph
TX Kappa University of Mary Hardin-Baylor, Bclton
SC Delta Erskine College, Due West
SD Alpha Northern State University, Aberdeen
NY Nu Hartwick College, Oneonta
NH Alpha Kccne State College, Keene
LA Gamma Northwestern State University, Natchitoches
KY Beta CumberlandCollege, Williamsburg
MS Epsilon DeltaStateUniversity, Cleveland
PA Omicron University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown, Johnstown
MI Delta Hillsdale College, Hillsdale
MI Epsilon Kettering University, Flint
KS Zeta Southwestern College,Winfield
TN Epsilon BethelCollege, McKenzie
MO Mu Harris-Stowe College, St. Louis
GA Beta GeorgiaCollege and State University, Milledgeville
AL Eta University of West Alabama, Livingston
NY Xi Buffalo State College, Buffalo
NC Delta High Point University, High Point
PA Pi Slippery Rock University, Slippery Rock
TX Lambda Trinity University,San Antonio
GA Gamma Piedmont College, Demorcst
LA Delta University of Louisiana, Monroe
GA Delta Berry College, Mount Berry
TX Mu SchreinerUniversity, Kerrville

The Pentagor

30 Nov 1984

29 March 1985

18 April 1986
25 April 1987
28 April 1987
30 April 1987
14 May 1987
15 Dec 1987

10 April 1990
27 April 1990

3 May 1990
30 Oct 1990

10 Feb 1991

21 Feb 1991

28 April 1991
3 May 1992

14 May 1992
16 Feb 1993

24 March 1993

3 May 1993
19 Nov 1994

10 April 1997
30 April 1997

28 March 1998

14 April 1998
16 April 1998
25 April 1998
25 April 1998

4 May 1998
12 May 1998

24 March 1999

19 April 1999
22 November 1999

7 April 2000
11 February, 2001

21 April, 2001
28 April, 2001

Cumulative Subject Index
Have you visited the Cumulative Subject Index for ThePentagon lately?

Check it out at www. kme. eku. edu/indpent. htm.
What does it have, you ask? Mostly organized by standard course titles,

there are 25 topics to choose from. This can be a great resource for your
courses, whether you are a student or a faculty member! The titles of
hundreds ofarticles are listed on an incredible variety offascinating topics.
Check it out today!


